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Abstract
Water spray parks have been in existence for years in other countries worldwide. They have been
constructed as urban amenities to offer safe water play for children. In addition, spray parks are also
cost effective to construct, operate and maintain when compared to swimming pools. Recently in
2013, the City of Cape Town (CoCT) launched a pilot project to see if spray parks can successfully
be implemented as community amenities in and around selected low-income areas. As a result, six
spray parks were constructed in Valhalla Park, Scottsville, Ocean View, Nyanga, Khayelitsha and
Du Noon. At the time of this study, five of these spray parks had been fully implemented and were
being used by the community, while Du Noon spray park was still under construction.
The purpose of this research is to evaluate Cape Town’s experience with existing water spray
parks by answering the following questions: Are these spray parks benefiting community members?
Are they meeting their objectives? Are there any shortfalls in their design and daily operation? How
do they fit into bigger subjects such as the notion of Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) and
environmental sustainability? Furthermore, this research contributes by suggesting how spray parks
in Cape Town can be improved to become more water sensitive and valuable amenities in their
respective communities.
The research methodology involved meeting with CoCT’s recreational amenities planners and
landscape architects to ask questions based on how existing spray parks are benefiting community
members, how they were designed and if their designs are meeting their objectives, what are the
design shortfalls and if they have been designed to be water sensitive. Other general questions for
better understanding on Cape Town spray parks include: the main reasons for implementing the
spray parks, which design guidelines were followed, what water play features were chosen, how
water is recycled, how water is drained and how these spray parks are operated and maintained.
Secondly, all the spray parks were visited to observe how they work, how they are being used by
community members, if there are any operation and maintenance issues, social issues, how water is
recycled, drained and if there are any Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) measures used in their
design.
A ranking system was introduced to evaluate all spray parks in terms of their benefit to their
communities, conformation to the design guidelines, the effectiveness spray parks designs, operation
and maintenance, environmental sustainability and integration of WSUD strategies. Based on the
chosen evaluation process, all spray parks showed an excellent performance of 90% in effectiveness
of their designs, a good performance of 82% in terms of benefiting the communities, 83% in
conforming to design guidelines and 75% in environmental sustainability. However the performance
in terms of operation and maintenance was limited to 60% and the lowest performance of 50% came
from lack of integration of WSUD strategies.
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It was then concluded that although spray parks in Cape Town are safe, there are still security
risk of bullying amongst children and the interference by drug peddlers; hence strict supervision is
necessary in these spray parks. All spray parks except Valhalla Park Spray Park do not fully adhere
to design guidelines because they lack shading structures, showers and change room facilities.
Common problems in reviewed spray parks are overcrowding, lack of maintenance and vandalism
or theft of steel grid inlet lids, ground pray caps and electric cables in water recycling systems. In
terms of water sensitivity, it was found that spray parks have taken the first step in realising water
sensitivity through the implementation of a recycling system but many improvements still need to
be made to make them water sensitive structures.
It is recommended that the City of Cape Town must employ dedicated staff to supervise
children in spray parks as a way to enhance safety, provide shading structures, showers and change
rooms in spray parks which lack these facilities. The size of spray parks must be extended or more
spray parks must be built to reduce overcrowding in existing spray parks, security measures must be
taken against vandalism, spray parks maintenance must be improved and spray park operators must
be professionally trained to operate water recycling systems. Lastly, SuDS must be used to collect
and clean stormwater that can then be harvested for use in the spray parks. Additionally, the use of
landscapes (referring to urban design) to treat and store the reuse water while providing additional
amenity benefits is possible but will have to be done so within a very South African context.
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Glossary of Terms
Term

Definition

Sustainable Development

means “development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs” (WCED, 1987)

SuDS

is the abbreviation for sustainable drainage systems or
sustainable urban drainage systems, which are a sequence
of management practices and/or control structures or
technologies designed to drain surface water in a more
sustainable manner than conventional techniques

Wetland

refers to any land translational between terrestrial and
aquatic systems where the water table is usually at or near
the surface, or is periodically covered with shallow water,
and which in normal circumstances supports or would
support vegetation typically adapted to life in saturated soil.
This includes water bodies such as lakes, salt marshes,
coastal lakes, estuaries, marshes, swamps, ‘vleis’, pools,
ponds, pans and artificial impoundments.

Combined Sewer Overflow

is the term used for an overflow pipe which is legally
allowed to operate during wet weather. Combined Sewer
Overflows can be directly connected to sewers and/or
sewage pumping stations. In both cases, they are designed
to operate at times of heavy rainfall, when flows have been
substantially diluted, to release pressure in the system and
reduce the risk of flooding from sewers into people’s
property and land (South West Water, 2015).

Chloramines

Disinfectants used to treat drinking water. Chloramines are
most commonly formed when ammonia is added to chlorine
to treat drinking water.

Greywater

Any domestic wastewater produced, excluding sewage.

Treatment train

A combination of different methods implemented in
sequence or concurrently to achieve best management of
stormwater. These methods include both structural and nonstructural measures
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background of the study
The notion of using water spray parks as recreational water facilities is new in South African
(RSA) communities. It was until December 2013 when a first spray park was opened to the public
in Valhalla park community in the City of Cape Town (CoCT). Currently, there are six spray
parks in CoCT’s poorer communities, including: Scottsville, Ocean View, Nyanga, Khayelitsha
and Du Noon. Spray parks (Boskovic, 2015). Strydom (2015) explains that the primary aim for
introducing spray parks in CoCT was to construct alternative recreational water playgrounds
which are safer than swimming pools and which can also be used as public spaces when they are
not operating.
Apart from the social impact spray parks have in communities, it is important to realise
that water is the main component used in spray parks. In a typical spray park, water shoots from
fountains, jets, hoses, water cannons or guns, it sprays, cascade down falls, arches, water curtains
and other features which encourage interactive play (CIRSA, 2007). Focusing solely on water,
the Department of Water Affairs (DWA) in a report outlining water management for sustainable
future highlights that water is becoming increasingly scarce in South Africa and it is important
that sustainable water use strategies are implemented to mitigate the potential effects of water
scarcity (DWA, 2012). Are water spray parks sustainable enough to prevent water scarcity?
Urbanisation and growths in urban demands are expected to drive future water demands in
the county and a new approach to urban water management is required to avoid water shortages,
such as those estimated by The 2030 Water Resources Group (2009) where a deficit of 17% is
expected by 2030, with deficits of almost 40% in other catchment. This means that the planning
for water amenities in new urban developments must be sensitive to this and include WSUD
strategies.
To be specific, it is important that strategic alternatives to conventional water supply in
urban areas are explored to ensure that new urban water facilities do not waste water. These
include the notion of Water Sensitive Cities (WSC) as first proposed at the 11th International
Conference on Urban Drainage by Wong & Brown (2008) and Brown, et al. (2009). WSCs are
achieved through the use of a Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) approach, With this in
mind, in 2011 the South African Water Research Commission (WRC), called for research
proposals aimed at providing guidance to urban water management decision-makers on the use
of WSUD in a South African context (Armitage et al. 2014).
Therefore, this research is about investigating CoCT’s experience with existing water spray
parks. It seeks to find out if spray parks benefiting community members, if they are meeting their
objectives. It further investigates how spray parks fit into the notion of water sensitive urban
design (WSUD). At the end, it suggests ways in which these spray parks can they be improved
to become more water sensitive and valuable amenities for CoCT communities.
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1.2 Problem Statement
The City of Cape Town has recently invested R14-million in the development of recreational
water parks in areas such as Valhalla Park, Nyanga, Khayelitsha, Ocean View and Scottsville.
These water-wise spray parks provide timed and interactive water spray features and have been
motivated as safe alternatives to swimming pools as the need for lifeguards or other supervision
is eliminated. Spray parks are being installed worldwide as a solution to water-wise aquatic
recreation.
This research project calls for a review of the design and management of these parks in
CoCT, as well as an evaluation (critique) of their suitability for inclusion in the suite of
recognised WSUD strategies at a City scale. In other words, how could CoCT’s spray parks be
made more water sensitive, and could they be aligned with other sustainable water management
strategies to enhance their impact.

1.3 Objectives of Study
The objectives of the study are:


To review the design and management of recreational spray parks in Cape Town,



Evaluate these spray parks in terms of their sustainability and inclusion of WSUD strategies
at a City Scale, and



Make recommendations as to how they can address current design shortfalls, operation and
maintenance challenges and water sensitivity shortcomings.

1.4 Scope and Limitations
The scope and limitations of this study are as follows:




The study is limited to review only the completed recreational water spray parks found in
the CoCT region. These include Valhalla Park, Nyanga, Khayelitsha, Ocean View and
Scottsville.
The recommendations regarding WSUD and sustainability must only be a selection of
WSUD strategies which can fit into the existing spray parks designs
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2. Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This literature review begins with an explanation of Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD), as
a changing paradigm in the planning and design of urban environments, thus highlighting why a
water sensitive approach is required. It then focuses on the concept of Water Sensitive Urban
Design (WSUD) as the main subject, beginning with the history and development of this subject,
then to the definition of this term and its objectives. Reasons for WSUD are discussed after
objectives of WSUD. The last subtopic discussed under the subject of WSUD is an overview of
WSUD activities.
The second subtopic reviewed is the concept of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems
(SuDS) which are part of WSUD. Similarly, the subsection of SuDS begins with a history of the
development of this term, then its definition followed by objectives. After that, SuDS philosophy
is discussed followed by the reasons why they are essential in urban stormwater drainage.
Thereafter is an explanation of what a SuDS treatment train is, and an overview of SuDS
examples which can be applied to designs of recreational spray parks.
In the third subsection, the literature review converges to discuss recreational water spray
parks as the main subject. This subsection begins with an explanation of what spray parks are,
their brief history and how they were introduced in Cape Town. Thereafter, the general guidelines
followed in the design of spray parks in Cape Town are discussed followed by the reasons why
spray parks are chosen as recreational water playgrounds. Other subtopics covered in this subject
of spray parks are: play zones in spray parks, their general locations, types of features installed,
slope and overspray areas, automation, requirements for conventional spray park design and
water manager systems in spray parks.

2.2 The changing paradigm
Conventional infrastructure relies heavily on the fast surface and underground conveyance of
water and wastewater, decentralised wastewater management systems and the inefficient use of
energy and other resources in cities. A more water-sensitive approach to the design of cities and
their infrastructure needs to be embedded into normal city planning and service delivery, in order
that a more sustainable environment is possible (Armitage et al., 2014).
It is deemed necessary to include environmental considerations into the planning of new
urban settlements as a way to transition to what is known as the “City of the Future” (CoF). This
transition defines a way in which sustainability can be achieved and demonstrates a major shift
in a way new urban settlements will be developed or in the retrofitting of existing ones (Armitage
et al., 2014).
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Spray parks are new types of water playgrounds in urban settlements (CIRSA, 2007). Since
these playgrounds are part of urban infrastructure, Armitage et al. (2014) highlights that their
planning, design and operation must be aligned with the recommendations of achieving
sustainablity as established by the The International Water Association (IWA) Cities of the
Future programme launched in August 2009 at the Stockholm World Water Week and the IWA
World Water Congress held in Canada in 2010. According to Armitage et al. (2014), IWA CoF
programme recommends that CoFs must:


Continually work in making sure that services such as proper sanitation and access to safe
water are affordable.



Actively collaborate with planners and other sectors such as transport energy to ensure that
there is an equal driver for planning of sustainable city and redevelopment.



Focus on designs which optimise resource neutrality and zero emissions technologies.



Encourage solutions that link cities beneficially with the water needs of the community,
energy, agriculture, industry and the environment.



Work towards developing management and technological systems which are innovative,
robust and sustainable for changing requirements.



Show and measure how the water sector contributes to city liveability, including aesthetics,
public health, environmental values and quality of life.



Achieve sustainability and liveable cities and communities, and build skills to measure and
understand community expectations and values by using meaningful communication and
education activities



Encourage improved governance in terms of regulations, financing and institutional
arrangements that maximize opportunities and remove obstacles and barriers (Armitage et
al., 2014).

In general, IWA CoF programme aims to establish communities which practice by way of
Cities of the Future and this includes using Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) as a design
philosophy to ensure that future challenges on water security can easily be dealt with (Armitage
et al., 2014). Therefore, the subject of WSUD is discussed in the next subsection.
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2.3 Water Sensitive Urban Design
2.3.1 A short history of WSUD
The term WSUD was first used in the 1990s as an approach to use when combating severe
challenges relating to stormwater quality, quantity and drainage in Western Australia (Fletcher
et al., 2014). About a decade later in 2000, an inaugural conference on WSUD was held in
Australia, finally making WSUD an official term (Armitage et al., 2014).
Fletcher et al. (2014) explain that Australian professionals who ran the WSUD movement
only applied this term to stormwater management practices. However, the term is now
increasingly used interchangeably with the term Water Sensitive Cities (WSC) although it is
argued that there is a difference in the meaning of these terms. In addition, the term Water
Sensitive City describes the destination while WSUD describes the process (Fletcher, et al.,
2014).
Although the term WSUD originated in Australia, it also gained adoption in other parts of
the world, notably the UK and New Zealand. In 2004, a WSUD working group was formed by
the Joint Committee on Urban Drainage (JCUD). The aim of this group was to encourage better
integration of all urban water streams within urban design. This was done by offering
opportunities to engage with other professionals such as architects, planners, social scientists and
ecologists to collaborate across all scales and include a number of related concepts such as
climate Sensitive Urban Design (Fletcher et al., 2014).

2.3.2 The definition of Water Sensitive Urban Design
According to the NSW Government (2015), WSUD can best be explained as the interaction
between the urban built form (including urban landscapes) and the urban water cycle which
includes potable water, wastewater and stormwater. Armitage et al. (2014) reinforce this
definition by defining WSUD as a “multi-disciplinary approach to urban water management
that aims to consider the environment, social and economic consequences of water management
infrastructure.”
In this view, WSUD must not be confused with Water Sensitive Settlements (WSS), which
is understood as a settlement in which a water sensitive approach is used to manage the urban
water cycle. Therefore, to be more concise; WSUD is a philosophy used to achieve the objective
of Ecological Sustainable Development (ESD) in Water Sensitive Settlements (Armitage et al.,
2014). Ecologically Sustainable Development Steering Committee, (1992) elaborates that the
core objectives of ESD are:




Follow a path of economic development that safeguards the welfare of future generations
to enhance the well-being and welfare of individuals and the community.
To ensure that there is equity within and amongst generations, and
To ensure that the biological diversity, ecological processes and life support systems are
protected.
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Moreover, Armitage, et al. (2014) define WSUD as a way to reduce the effects of water
scarcity, reduce water pollution, develop social and intergenerational fairness, and increase
sustainability and to ensure that water systems are resilient against natural disasters and climate
changes. With this view in mind, WSUD in South African terms has the potential to change
typical South African settlements into those where water can be used to link communities and
bring about a significant change (ibid).

2.3.3 Main objectives of WSUD
Since the concept of WSUD has a historical background dating to the 1990s, many researchers
have developed the objectives of WSUD to date. Therefore, this literature review focuses on
what the Australians believe were the objectives of WSUD during the 1990s and what recent
literature states as objectives of WSUD.
In recent literature, Armitage et al. (2014) describe the main objective of WSUD as being
a medium through which sustainable development can be achieved. However, previous literature
dating back to a few years after the WSUD term was invented in the 1990s states the objectives
of WSUD are the following:




To manage the balance of water between groundwater and streamflows, along with flood
damage and waterway erosion.
To maintain and where possible enhance water quality. Including sediment, protection of
riparian vegetation, and minimise the export of pollutants to surface and groundwater.
Encourage water conservation by minimizing the import of potable water supply, through
the harvesting of stormwater and the recycling of wastewater, and reductions in irrigation
requirements, and



Maintain water-related environmental and recreational opportunities (Whelans et al.,
1994).

2.3.4 Reasons for WSUD
According to Armitage et al. (2014), WSUD is an effective tool which makes the achievement
of sustainable development in urban design to be possible. There are valuable reasons why
WSUD must always be a compulsory method of design and planning of all settlements, these
reasons are described as follows:
2.3.4.1 WSUD techniques are cost effective
Roy et al. (2008) argue that conventional design and construction techniques which involve
construction of large stormwater infrastructure is expensive and WSUD techniques are a cheaper
alternative. Although saving cost is the main design criteria for most designs, it must be
understood that it is not always the case that WSUD techniques will be the cheapest alternative
in real world conditions.
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However, Roy et al. (2008) clarifies that it is not easy to see to what extent cost saving can
be achieved by selecting to use WSUD practices over conventional practices in any conveyance
network and therefore, it is important that cost analyses are done by decision makers to weigh
out design options. Boskovic (2015) supports this view by explaining that spray parks in Cape
Town use a conventional stormwater conveyance system over WSUD approach because it was
reasonably cheaper and there is no risk of flooding in a water spray park.
2.3.4.2 Best method for pollutant removal
According to Roy et al. (2008), there is a lack of sufficient performance standards and guidelines
which encourage the use of WSUD practices. In this argument, Roy et al. (2008) emphasise that
performance standards which allow developers and engineering consultants to select stormwater
management techniques have often prevented WSUD rather than encouraging it
The ignorance of WSUD practice results in a problem of requiring pollutant removal while
the infrastructure is in operation. WSUD practices can provide nearly a complete removal of
pollutants from small runoff while detention ponds are able to remove an average of 65% of total
suspended solids in a runoff event (Roy et al., 2008).

2.3.5 Overview of WSUD activities
WSUD practice comprise of a wide range of activities to ensure that ecological sustainable
development is achieved. The activities in WSUD consider all aspects of the water cycle and
their interaction with urban design to achieve sustainable urban water management. Therefore,
WSUD brings all its activities under one big tree with two main branches which are: Urban water
infrastructure and Design and planning. An overview of all WSUD activities is in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1: An overview of WSUD activities (Armitage et al., 2014)
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The discussion on WSUD activities is carried further by discussing Sustainable Urban
Drainage Systems (SuDS) in section 2.4. SuDS are discussed to an extent which gives an
understanding of how they can be applied to spray parks design. Other topics under “urban water
infrastructure” part of WSUD which are: Sanitation/wastewater minimisation, groundwater
management and sustainable water supply are discussed in section 2.5 which is about a discussion
on recreational water spray parks.

2.4 Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems
2.4.1 Introduction
As can be seen in Figure 2-1, Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SuDS) are a sustainable
means of managing surface water drainage as compared to conventional drainage practices in
urban infrastructure (Armitage et al., 2013). Since this research critiques the sustainability of
spray parks and how water sensitive they are, SuDS are an element of WSUD worth considering.
According to CIRSA (2007), the surfaces of spray parks are made of concrete and
generally slope towards main drains. However, there is a risk of blockage of these main drains
which must avoided by providing sufficient overflow drainage to limit the water depth to not
more than 5 centimetres (CIRSA, 2007). With this in mind, it means that there are chances of
experiencing raised flood peaks and stormwater overflow in a spray parks when conventional
water drains are blocked. Therefore, SuDS are required to mitigate the effects of raised flood
peaks and water overflow when supplied drains are malfunctioning (Armitage, et al., 2013).
In this subsection, SuDS are discussed starting with their brief history, followed by their
definition and main objectives. Thereafter is a discussion of their philosophy, reasons and
treatment train. The discussion on SuDS ends with examples of available SuDS options.

2.4.2 A short history of SuDS
The term Sustainable urban drainage systems (SuDS) was first coined by Jim Conlin of Scottish
water in 1997 and was used to describe stormwater technology. Ever since the 1990s, Scotland
is believed to have had advanced more in stormwater management than England and Wales. This
term was finally formalised in the year 2000, after a major set of guidelines having similar but
separate design manuals was published for Scotland, Northern Ireland, England and Wales; with
the most informative and reliable guideline for SuDS being The SuDS Manual prepared by an
organisation called the Construction Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA)
(Fletcher et al., 2014).
Since 2003, most new developments in Scotland have implemented SuDS as a mandatory
means of infrastructure development to improve the water quality in receiving waters and to
ensure that these systems are required to safely convey design storms for a range of recurrence
intervals up to 200 years (Fletcher et al., 2014). In England and Wales, SuDS are more to do with
water quantity than quality control although they are deemed to conform to water quality
standards provided they comprise appropriate components of a defined treatment train (ibid).
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The word “urban” in Sustainable urban drainage system is often omitted by most parties in
daily speech and SuDS are thus often referred to as Sustainable Drainage Systems. Although the
word “urban” is often silenced in Sustainable urban drainage systems, the meaning remains the
same (Fletcher et al., 2014).

2.4.3 The definition of SuDS
CIRIA (2001) explains SuDS as an alternative way of planning, designing and managing
stormwater drainage systems. It focuses mainly on the environment, water quality, water quantity
and public amenity. This method reduces flood risks and pollutants in the water and improves
the urban environment for those who live and work in it (CIRIA, 2001).

2.4.4 Main Objectives of SuDS
The main objective of SuDS is to offer a sustainable drainage solution over conventional drainage
practice. SuDS reduce stormwater runoff by integrating stormwater controls throughout the site
in small, discrete units and minimising the need for large stormwater attenuation structures to
control the flow. Basically, SuDS aim to manage stormwater runoff quantity, water quality and
the associated amenity and biodiversity as illustrated in a form of hierarchy in Figure 2-2
(Armitage et al., 2013). This is mainly because SuDS work by replicating, as closely as possible,
the natural drainage of the site before it was developed (Woods-Ballard et al., 2007).

Figure 2-2: The Stormwater design hierarchy (Armitage et al., 2013)
Moreover, SuDS tend to manage environmental risks resulting from urban runoff and help
in enhancing the environment. To be concise, SuDS main objectives are to minimise the impacts
from the development on the quantity and quality of the runoff, and maximise amenity and
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biodiversity opportunities. This is well illustrated below in Figure 2-3 which shows the three
main objectives that SuDS attempt to achieve (Woods-Ballard et al., 2007).

Figure 2-3: Sustainable drainage objectives (Woods-Ballard et al., 2007)

2.4.5 The SuDS philosophy
According to Woods-Ballard et al. (2007), SuDS are able to achieve the main objective of
sustainability and mitigation of adverse effects on the environment by:











Reducing rates of runoff, which reduces the risk of downstream flooding, see Figure 2-4,
Reducing the volumes of additional runoff and its frequencies that tend to be increased as
a result of urbanisation, the reduction of runoff and its frequencies reduces the risk of flood
and impacts on receiving water quality,
Ensuring that there is natural groundwater recharge (where appropriate) to minimise the
impacts on aquifers and river baseflows in the receiving catchment as shown in Figure 2-5.
Protecting the quality of water in receiving bodies by reducing pollutant concentrations in
stormwater,
Acting as a shield against accidental spills which contaminate water in receiving bodies,
Reducing the volume of surface water runoff discharging to combined sewer systems,
which reduces discharges of polluted water to watercourses via Combined Sewer
Overflows (CSO) spills,
Contributing to keeping amenity and aesthetic value of developed areas, and
Providing opportunities for biodiversity and habitats for wildlife in urban areas
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Figure 2-4: General pre- and post-development stormwater runoff hydrographs
(Armitage et al., 2013)

Figure 2-5: General pre- and post-development runoff characteristics (Armitage et al., 2013)
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2.4.6 Reasons for SuDS
Traditionally, most of the stormwater runoff in the 20th century was managed by a rapid
conveyance and discharge into streams and rivers. Furthermore, many large cities around the
world (particularly in the U.S.) have storm sewers combined with sanitary sewers which are
conveyed to wastewater treatment plants and are able to provide treatment of runoff during small
storm events (Roy et al., 2008).
However, during very large storm events, these combined systems become overwhelmed
and result in overflows which involve both stormwater and untreated sewage into streams and
rivers. Although combined systems are not used in most developments worldwide, it must be
understood that there will always be a problem of stormwater overflows in a conventional
stormwater system (Roy et al., 2008).
Hereunder are the reasons why SuDS should be chosen over conventional design practices:
2.4.6.1 A better alternative to conventional systems
Armitage et al. (2014) enlighten that SuDS are a better alternative to conventional systems
because they reduce the likelihood of sudden flooding. They mimic the natural hydrological cycle
within urban environments and allow stormwater to infiltrate as if the site was in its pre
development state. The difference between pre and post developed states of a site is illustrated
in Figure 2-5 and the runoff hydrographs of a pre and post-developed site shown in Figure 2-4.
2.4.6.2 A sustainable solution
SuDS are more sustainable than traditional drainage methods because they reduce the impact of
additional urbanisation on the frequency and size of floods, they protect and enhance river and
groundwater quality, they are sympathetic to the needs of the local environment and the
community, provide a habitat for wildlife in urban watercourses and encourage groundwater
recharge where appropriate (CIRIA, 2001).
2.4.6.3 A cost effective approach
Economists argue that the use of SuDS is always the cost effective approach over conventional
drainage practice. In conventional practice, a developer pays for a drainage system within its
boundaries but the cost of controlling the flooding and pollution that may result downstream will
be suffered by others. Therefore, it is important that SuDS are always a fundamental practice in
all urban practice to cut down external costs (CIRIA, 2001).

2.4.7 SuDS treatment trains
A SuDS treatment train is a fundamental requirement for SuDS to operate successfully. SuDS
treatment trains use drainage techniques from one to another to reduce pollution, flow rates, flow
volumes and to mimic natural drainage techniques as closely as possible (Woods-Ballard et al.,
2007).
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Armitage et al. (2013) claim that SuDS treatment trains prioritise the preservation of water
quality for low flows and attenuation and volume control for higher flows. However, the number
of elements and the scale of the treatment train components depend on the following:


The sensitivity of the receiving watercourses and related environments;




The size of the contributing catchments upstream;
The composition of the stormwater; i.e. what pollutants are present, and their expected
concentrations (Armitage et al., 2013)

Furthermore, Woods-Ballard et al. (2007) highlight that a treatment train must consider a
hierarchy of techniques in order to be effective. These techniques are shown in Figure 2-6 and
are explained as follows:




Prevention – Involves avoiding runoff and pollution by using good site design measures
such as rainwater reuse/harvesting and housekeeping measures such as sweeping to remove
surface dust and spills from car parks.
Source control – Controlling runoff at or very near its source which include: soakaways,
other infiltration methods, green roofs, pervious pavements.



Site control – Management of water in a local area or site which include: routing water
from building roofs and car parks to a large soakaway, infiltration or detention basin.



Regional control – Management of runoff one or more sites, typically in a balancing pond
or wetland (Woods-Ballard et al., 2007)

Whenever possible, a treatment train must be able to manage stormwater runoff from small,
cost effective landscape features located within small subcatchments before it can be conveyed
to larger systems (Woods-Ballard et al., 2007). To best illustrate this idea, Armitage et al. (2013)
explain the three components of a treatment train shown in Figure 2-6 as follows:






In Treatment Train 1, all the runoff with associated pollutants is piped directly into the
wetland. This implies that all the suspended solids will collect in the wetland which will
require frequent removal with consequent disturbance and risk to the functioning thereof.
In Treatment Train 2, the swales convey the runoff to the wetland. During this process
the swales will filter the runoff and remove a large portion of the sediment, lessening the
quantity entering the wetland.
In Treatment Train 3, the runoff is further detained in a dry detention pond before it is
released to the wetland. This allows for almost all sediment to potentially settle out thus
preventing it from entering into the wetland.
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Figure 2-6: SuDS treatment train (CIRIA, 2001)


2.4.8 Examples of available SuDS options
Armitage et al. (2013) explain that different SuDS options are normally grouped together in the
form of a treatment train and a good SuDS treatment train has the following four components:
2.4.8.1 Good house-keeping
Good housekeeping measures involves preliminary activities done to ensure that there is no
pollution in the runoff, these include: litter control, the removal of particulates from streets, the
use of environmentally friendly soaps, fertilisers, herbicides, pesticides and fungicides, the
management of construction sites to reduce sedimentation and soil erosion; and educating the
public with respect to the use of detergents for washing cars (Armitage et al., 2013).
2.4.8.2 Source controls
According to Armitage et al. (2013), source controls are used to treat stormwater runoff as close
to its source as possible, and are generally found within the boundaries of the property. Examples
of source controls include:





Green roofs,
Stormwater collection and reuse,
Soakways, and
Permeable pavements (Armitage et al., 2013).

2.4.8.3 Local controls
Local controls are used in public areas such as roadway reserves and parks to manage stormwater
runoff as a third ‘line of defence’ (Armitage et al., 2013). Examples of local controls are:
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Filter strips,
Swales,
Infiltration trenches,
Bio-retention areas,
Sand filters (Armitage et al., 2013).

2.4.8.4 Regional controls
Regional controls are larger scale interventions which are constructed on designated municipal
land and are used control stormwater runoff at the end of a treatment train. (Armitage et al.,
2013), examples include:




Detention ponds,
Retention ponds, and
Constructed wetlands (Armitage et al., 2013).

The examples of SuDS elements listed in this section are general for application in urban
design. However, some of the SuDS elements listed above may be applicable to designs of spray
parks reviewed in this research project. The selected SuDS options to be used in spray parks are
discussed under recommendations in section 6.2.

2.5 Recreational Water (Spray) Parks
2.5.1 Introduction
A discussion on recreational water spray parks is presented in this subsection. Spray parks are
discussed starting with their definition, followed by an explanation of how they were introduced
to Cape Town communities. Thereafter is a discussion on reasons for choosing spray parks as
recreational facilities, general guidelines followed in their design, types of features and zones
these features are installed as well as the concept of automation of these features. General
locations for spray parks, slope and overspray, requirements for conventional spray park design
and water management systems are the last topics covered in this section.
It is important to understand how spray parks can be linked to the notion of WSUD.
Strydom (2015) explains that spray parks are recreational water facilities which are not water
sensitive. This implies that spray parks can be categorised as part of urban water infrastructure
and their design can be improved using WSUD activities as illustrated in Figure 2-1.
According to CIRSA (2007), spray parks must have a sustainable water supply, greywater,
stormwater and groundwater management system. These fundamental requirements are part of
the “urban water infrastructure” part of WSUD. Also, Wright (2013) emphasises that spray parks
are community amenities which improve the way children play using water, they are cost
effective to construct, maintain and operate which benefits the municipality with cost cutting.
This implies that spray park designs can be improved to celebrate local character and community,
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improve liveability and provide resilience in ensuring sustainability of water sensitive cities to
comply with the requirements of the “design and planning” part of WSUD.

2.5.2 Definition of recreational spray water parks
Hachmeister (2009) defines a recreational water spray park, also referred to as an aquatic
playground, wet deck, spray deck, spray pool, splash park, spray ground, splash pad, spray zone,
or splash zone as a recreational area designed for interactive water play. The distinguishing
feature of a water spray park is that it does not have an open basin of standing water like a
swimming pool. A typical spray park and its main elements is shown in Figure 2-7.
In a typical spray park, water is stored in an underground reservoir, a separate booster
system is used to introduce treated water to the spray ground through various playful features
such as jet nozzles, tumble buckets and water cannons. During operation, the water hits the
ground and drains back to the reservoir. A disinfecting and filtering system is installed to ensure
that the water quality is preserved in the circulation of water (Hachmeister, 2009). In addition,
the setup of the water pumps and the reticulation system in a spray park is the same as in a
swimming pool (Boskovic, 2015).

Figure 2-7: A Typical spray park and its main elements (Waterplay Solutions Corp, 2012)

2.5.3 How spray parks were introduced in Cape Town
Spray parks were introduced to Cape Town communities as a pilot project by the City of Cape
Town to provide aquatic recreational amenities which are safer, cost effective to construct,
maintain and operate in comparison to swimming pools (Strydom, 2015).
A research study was carried out by the City of Cape Town’s sports and recreational
facilities planners prior to the launch of the spray parks pilot project. The objective of this
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research was to find out which sports and recreational amenities can be implemented in poorer
communities around Cape Town. As a result, the idea of implementing water spray parks was
informed by guidelines from the first edition of “CSIR Guidelines for the Provision of Social
Facilities in South African Settlements” which was published in August 2012, as well as findings
from online sources on how spray parks were designed in United States, Canada and the United
Kingdom (Boskovic, 2015).
As a result, spray parks were introduced to various Cape Town communities in order to
help residents cope with a rise of temperatures across the region. Another major influence was
to implement a fun and safe alternative to swimming pools as they eliminate the need for
lifeguards and the likelihood of drowning (City of Cape Town, 2013)

2.5.4 Reasons for spray parks
Vortex (2015) explains that spray parks address the following concerns by municipalities: cost,
health and safety, universal accessibility, overall quality of life and sustainability. Spray parks
address these concerns in the following manner:
Cost is saved because spray parks require a low capital and operational cost. They are
flexible and expandable in size and budget (Vortex, 2015). CIRSA (2007) substantiates this point
by detailing how cost is cut by choosing pray parks as aquatic recreational facilities over
swimming pools. According to CIRSA (2007), the cost of a spray park averages one tenth the
cost of building and operating a typical 25 meter long swimming pool with six lanes. Spray parks
do not require lifeguards to ensure safety from drowning because there is no standing water, this
results in cost saving because there is no need to pay salaries, benefits and training costs. In
addition, spray parks have low maintenance costs because they are fully automatic systems.
In the Cape Town case study, facilities planners who were involved in the decision making
process for spray parks had foreseen that building spray parks in Cape Town would result in
lower of capital, operation and maintenance costs associated with implementing and operating
spray parks. In terms of figures, a single public swimming pool costs approximately R15 Million
to R20 Million. In 2011, the cost of a single spray park was approximately R2 Million. Swimming
pools also require cleaning staff which are expensive and add to the operation and maintenance
costs (Boskovic, 2015).
Furthermore, it was also noticed that a single public swimming pool would provide a
catchment area which was large enough to serve about three to four suburbs, whereas the cost
for constructing a single swimming pool can be broken down into many spray parks which can
be built in various places for the public to use (Boskovic, 2015).
Health and safety in spray parks is addressed by offering children active free play, which
helps to develop children physically, socially and emotionally, and there is no drowning risk
since the water is at zero depth. Furthermore, there are water quality options to consider in a
design for spray parks (Vortex, 2015)
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Universal accessibility is addressed because spray parks are designed to be readily usable
by persons with disabilities and generally offer play for all ages and abilities. Typical spray parks
are designed to have three main zones to accommodate children with disabilities and different
ages (CIRSA, 2007). Zoning of spray parks is discussed in section 2.5.7 and Figure 2-8 shows
how children in wheelchairs can play in spray parks.
Other reasons for spray parks are:





They are more responsive to the community needs due to the longer operating season,
They use recyclable water which makes them more environmental friendly, water recycling
in spray parks is discussed in section 2.5.12.1
Most spray parks do not have elevated structures which limit the risk of children falling
There is no need for age separation during water play (CIRSA, 2007).

Figure 2-8: Universal access in spray parks (Betowt, 2010)

2.5.5 General guidelines for spray parks in Cape Town
The City of Cape Town’s sports, recreation and amenities planners conducted a research to
determine which spray park design guidelines best suit Cape Town’s scenario (Boskovic, 2015).
However, it should be noted that the guidelines discussed in this subsection are also applicable
to spray parks which can be built elsewhere in the world. The guidelines followed in the design
for Cape Town spray parks are as follows:
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2.5.5.1 Layout and features design guidelines are as follows (Wright, 2013):















All water play features should be spread out, not clustered in a small area to provide
enough space for running between features
There should be two main areas: a “boisterous area” for children who prefer noisy and
energetic play, and a safer area for infants and toddlers
Seating must be located out of wind-blown spray zones
Shading structures must be provided
Surfaces must be non-slip and be coloured, in harmony with a spray park theme
The spray park must be visually stimulating
Nozzles and waterplay features must be tamper free, and durable
The pumping system must be programmable, and intelligent.
Drainage sumps must have sand/ litter traps
Features should not be imported, but locally manufactured to reduce costs.
A wading area could be incorporated into the design of the larger installations, possibly
even a small (fenced and controlled) swimming pool.
Features must be removable, placed in safe storage in winter seasons.
Toilets, showers and change rooms must be provided close-by.
A well sized storage room is required, minimum size 25 square metres (Wright, 2013).

2.5.5.2 Operational and Maintenance Guidelines are as follows (Wright, 2013):






There must be one maintenance period per year,
There must be a pre-season, mid-season and post season cleaning of the spray park,
There must be adequate training of State Recreation Area (SRA) staff to operate, repair
and maintain the equipment.
A staff office is required, minimum size 15 square metres
Opening hours must take into account community’s preferences. The recommend
opening hours are 09h00 – 20h00 in summer holidays (Wright, 2013).

2.5.5.3 Other general guidelines are as follows (Boskovic, 2015):





There must be a freshwater reticulation system, which conveys water in for use, and out
of the system for recycling
The water recycling and water pumping facilities must be housed inside a lockable plant
room for protection against vandalism
The spray park must be inclusive of children with disabilities and comply with universal
access guidelines, see Figure 2-8
The spray park and the features installed must be able to accommodate children of
different ages which include: infants, toddlers, adolescents and teenagers. That is, infants
and toddlers prefer smaller waterplay features which they can look down on them
whereas adolescents and teenagers prefer higher, bulkier, and stronger sprayers.
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Layout must be conducive of dynamic activity, (Boskovic, 2015)

2.5.5.4 Landscape Architecture Guidelines are as follows (Boskovic, 2015):




The structure must be able to direct all the released water into a conventional stormwater
drainage system,
The design must cater for the sire in-situ conditions which include: elevations of the site
and level of the water table.
The design and layout of the water reticulation, stormwater and greywater systems must be
adherent water quality and safety standards. (Boskovic, 2015)

2.5.6 Spray park features
Waterplay Solutions Corp (2012) explains that water play features installed in spray parks vary
in heights, shapes, colours and types of sprayers installed. A typical spray park has ground,
intermediate and high features. These features normally include ground sprays, cannons, flowers,
trees, arches, slices, spilling buckets, interactive and musical shaped sprayers.
The park theme for these features is normally determined by consideration of local,
cultural, historical or geographical influences. Spray components can often be customized based
on themes to increase play of the park (CIRSA, 2007). A typical example of water play features
in a spray park are shown in Figure 2-9.

Figure 2-9: Example of water play features in a spray park
(Waterplay Solutions Corp, 2012)
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2.5.7 Play zones in a spray park
Aquatic Recreation Company (2015) explains that there are three main zones in typical spray
park design namely: Dynamic, Universal and Gentle activity zones. An overview of these zones
is shown in figure and are described as follows:
A Dynamic zone offers continual excitement and interaction and has high-volume, highly
interactive spray features, and multi-play platform structures. This zone is normally placed at the
centre of the spray park and is kept separate from the gentle zone. The recommended age for
children who can play in this zone is seven years and above (Aquatic Recreation Company,
2015). An example of a dynamic zone in a spray park can be seen in image 1 of Figure 2-10.
A Universal zone has a combination ground sprays and structures, it is meant for all ages
and has a variety of structures for the whole family. Similarly, this zone is also places in at the
centre of the spray park and is often a transition zone from Gentle zone to the Dynamic zone
(Aquatic Recreation Company, 2015). An example of a universal zone in a spray park can be
seen in image number 2 of Figure 2-10.
Lastly, a Gentle zone is recommended for infants and toddlers who are learning to enjoy
the texture and water. It has lower, delicate ground sprays and structures with gentle water
formations. Typically, the features for this zone are placed close to the perimeters and dry zones
of the spray park to make it easy for adults who are watching their children while they are playing
(Aquatic Recreation Company, 2015). An example of a gentle activity zone in a spray park can
be seen in image 3 of Figure 2-10.

1

2

3

Figure 2-10: Spray park zones (Aquatic Recreation Company, 2015)
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2.5.8 Automation in spray parks
CIRSA (2007) claim that most spray parks are fully automatic. The automation in a spray park
consists of an activation device, a controller and a distribution manifold. Automation is used to
choreograph play features. This is an essential tool to stimulate interactive play and fun amongst
children playing in the spray park.
With automation, children anticipate features going on and off; they do not know when the
next feature will activate and figuring out the sequence creates a challenge. Other advantages of
automation systems in spray parks is that they allow the system to run on its own at predetermined
operational hours and sequencing such that the operator does not have to turn the system on and
off every day, water consumption is reduced, and operational costs are lowered (CIRSA, 2007).

2.5.9 General locations for spray parks
Aquatic Recreation Company (2015) argues that no location is too big for custom spray parks
and locations for spray parks can vary from a small neighbouhood park to a big family
entertainment park. However,CIRSA (2007) advices that is important to choose a suitable
location for a spray park. The chosen location for a spray park must be readily accessible and
user friendly. It is also advised to locate a spray park next to existing facilities such as public
parks and recreational hubs because it helps reduce construction and operation costs. Other
factors which determine location are: noise restrictions in the area, spray park size, design, layout,
volume of use, treated water systems, sewer access, electrical lines and trees to provide shade
(CIRSA, 2007). Figure 2-11 shows an example of good site consideration for a spray park
location.

Figure 2-11: A good site for spray park location (Vortex, 2015)
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2.5.10 Slope and overspray areas in spray parks
CIRSA (2007) notes that the provision of overspray areas helps to avoid mud and grass trimmings
to clog drains and nozzles for water play feature. Overspray due to wind must be accommodated
by ensuring that the surface of the spray park slopes towards drains. Firstly, the direction of the
predominant winds must be considered when designing the overspray zone. The slope of the
spray park surface should range between 2 to 5 percent with a maximum of 6.5 percent in wet
areas. Another reason for designing the spray pads at low slopes is to allow the spray park to
comply with universal access requirements and acts. Gratings should be kept smaller than 400
millimetres wide in one direction, with the long portion perpendicular to the dominant direction
of travel (ibid).
In addition, the width of the overspray zone is 1.8 to 3 meters and the design of surrounding
walkways, which may slope away from the spray park should be in a manner that they provide
sufficient drainage into the landscape (CIRSA, 2007).

2.5.11 Requirements for Conventional Spray Parks Design
Forrest (2015) advises that it is important that the design of any spray park facilities complies
with the local public health and safety codes and regulations. In a conventional design, a spray
park must have the following five main components:






Potable water
The water management system
Drainage
Surfacing
Site amenities

2.5.11.1 Potable Water
Water is the main base element for spray parks and it is essential that spray parks make efficient
water consumption a priority. A typical water spray park must have a potable water supply, drain
to waste system, water treatment or recirculation system and a water reuse system (Forrest, 2015).
In general, most spray parks use a combination of controllers and activators to sequence
the flow of water and to place operation of the park’s features into the hands of bathers. This
reduces water consumption, as water only flows when the park is in use, while at the same time
it also increases the excitement of children in the park as they keep anticipating which
components will spray next (Forrest, 2015).
2.5.11.2 The water management system
In a typical spray park design, public water used to feed the features in the park is drained to the
stormwater or wastewater system. A recirculation system is required to allow water to be treated
in a holding tank and then reused in the park. However this is an expensive option and the size
and cost of a treated water system will vary depending on the size of the spray park, the number
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of features and their relative water flow rates. Lastly, a reuse system is required to allow
greywater generated at the park to be conveyed to be reused for other activities such as irrigation,
washroom facilities and street cleaning (Forrest, 2015).
A sustainable water management system must ensure water efficiency, wastewater
management, energy efficiency, ease of maintenance and chemical consumption. Sustainable
water management systems are achieved by using recirculation systems and repurpose water
management systems. In a recirculation water system, water is recirculated to the spray park and
in a repurpose water system, greywater in a spray park is captured and reused for irrigation,
replenishing and allowing it to percolate back into the groundwater (Vortex, 2015). These water
management systems are discussed in details in section 2.5.12.
2.5.11.3 Drainage
Since spray water parks do not have standing water, it is a requirement that a functional drainage
system is installed. This is normally planned in the early stages of the project to prevent water
from pooling and eliminate unsafe conditions. If the features are being added into a pool or beach
entry facility, lifeguards will be required in the same fashion as a pool (Forrest, 2015).
If the main drains become blocked it is recommended that there should be sufficient
overflow drainage to prevent water depth to not be more than 50 centimeters. In addition, drain
covers should not cause dangerous suction or vortexes and should be large enough to handle
escaping water (CIRSA, 2007).
2.5.11.4 Surfacing
CIRSA (2007) emphasise that surfacing in a spray park is an important consideration. Forrest
(2015) elaborates that a typical spray park design generally requires appropriate materials for
surfacing. In a world context, surfacing recommendations in a spray park must comply with local
health codes, construction and other standards (e.g. American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) standards) and will be determined by the budget, ongoing maintenance, durability and
longevity
Normally, designers for spray parks refer to specifications from the local health
department. Typically, a spray park surface is impervious and non-porous to help prevent mould
and biological build up. It is made of concrete which is broom finished, coloured, stamped, or
acid etched for ease of cleaning by power washing. This type of surfacing is most preferred
because it is cheaper to maintain than rubberised surfaces (CIRSA, 2007).
Another surfacing option in spray parks is a rubberised surface. However, this option
comes with a higher maintenance cost and difficulties in cleaning. These surfaces may also
provide a false sense of security if they are not designed for fall heights. Although rubberised
surfaces have been used in most applications their long term reliability in aquatic environments
is still unproven and it has been noted that chlorine, ultraviolet rays and water breaks down the
binding substance which binds the rubber, causing fragments to clog drains. Furthermore,
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rubberised surfaces may also tear and allow water to seep in which results in bacteria and mould
to be washed into the water supply (CIRSA, 2007).
In general, surfaces for water play components must be soft enough to minimise injury
from falls but must also be firm and stable enough for wheelchair movements to comply with the
universal access regulations such as: The American with Disabilities Act (ADA) for spray parks
in America (CIRSA, 2007).
2.5.11.5 Site amenities
Depending on the nature of the spray park and the regulation, most designs normally have site
amenities such as washroom or shower facility and shade structures over a part of the facility and
seating areas to offer sun protection on hot days for parents (Forrest, 2015).

2.5.12 Water management systems in a spray park
According to Vortex, (2015), there are two types of water management systems in a spray park,
which are: Recirculation systems and Repurpose water management systems. These systems are
described as follows:
2.5.12.1 Recirculation water systems
A recirculation water system works by allowing water to be filtered and disinfected by the Water
Quality Management System (WQMS) before it is distributed again to the spray park (Vortex,
2015). In this system, used water in a spray park surface goes into a drain with a debris trap, then
into a reservoir, then into a filtration unit and then into a disinfection tank system. A command
system is used to activate the clean water back into the spray park (Vortex, 2015). Figure 2-12
shows a sequence in which water is recycled in a water recirculation system of spray parks.

Figure 2-12: Water recycling process in a water
recirculation system (Vortex, 2015)
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Boskovic (2015) clarifies that the filtration and disinfection system for spray parks can be
an Ultraviolet (UV) system or Ozone system as done in Cape Town spray parks. The filtration
systems in spray parks are installed and operate the same way as in swimming pools, the only
difference between swimming pools and spray parks is the amount of water used (Boskovic,
2015). Figure 2-13 shows a typical arrangement of different elements and location of UV
filtration system in a spray park.

Figure 2-13: An arrangement UV filtration system elements
in a spray park (Vortex, 2015)
The treatment of water in a UV system is achieved by using UV light to effectively reduce
the levels of chloramines in the water park or a swimming pool. Basically, water park users
pollute water with urine, sweat and other excretion products. These pollutants are harmful to
human health and generally contain bacteria, viruses, algae and other pathogens which are
removed from the water by an addition of a disinfectant such as chlorine to restore the water
quality to become clear and clean. When chlorine is added into the polluted water, it reacts with
pathogenic microorganisms and the products of this reaction are unwanted products which
consist mainly of chloramines and chlorinated organic compounds (Gobulukoglu, 2010).
Chloramines and chlorinated organic compounds must be removed from the treated water
because they end up giving swimming pools odour and cause eye, nose and throat irritations.
Therefore, UV water treatment is used to disinfect and destroy chloramines and chlorinated
organic compounds instantly as the water passes through treatment chambers. Therefore, a UV
system in spray parks is used to control chloramines, increase comfort and health for swimmers
and staff, eliminate the need for dilution and super chlorination, reduce corrosion and increase
protection against microscopic parasites which cause intestinal infections and diarrheal diseases
(Gobulukoglu, 2010). Figure 2-14 shows a flow of water from a spray park into the different
elements of a UV treatment system and Figure 2-15 shows major components of a UV system.
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Figure 2-14: Elements of a UV treatment system (Vortex, 2015)

Figure 2-15: Major components of a UV system (Gobulukoglu, 2010)
2.5.12.2 Repurpose water management systems
Repurpose water management systems allow greywater to drain into a wastewater system and
reuse it for either irrigation, replenishing or allowing it to percolate back into the water table
(Vortex, 2015). Rotschild (2012) believes that this method is a sustainable approach because it
is more cost effective, requires less maintenance, and is a good way to dispose and reuse
wastewater because it does not use chemicals. To be more precise, the earth acts as a natural biofilter (Rotschild, 2012). An overview of a repurpose water management system is shown in
Figure 2-16.
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Figure 2-16: A repurpose water management system in a spray park (Vortex, 2015)

Figure 2-17: A percolation system in a spray park (Vortex, 2015)

A percolation system is a type of repurpose water management system. In a percolation
system, the effluent water is collected, strained for debris and then conveyed to a porous
underground modular water containment system. Once the water is in the underground reservoir,
it is gets naturally filtered through the earth and makes its way to a nearby pond or wetland or
replenishes the natural water table (Rotschild, 2012). Figure 2-17 shows a typical design for a
percolation system in a spray park.
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Figure 2-18: Modular water containment system used in a
percolation system (Vortex, 2015)

Vortex (2015) further elaborates that a modular water containment system as shown in
Figure 2-18 and Figure 2-19, is a sustainable solution because it has a higher void ratio than
conventional pipe and aggregate trenches, it has a small footprint which efficiently uses land
space, it is lightweight and simple which makes it cost effective to install, it is easy to transport
and is constructed from 100% recycled polypropylene.
The subsurface irrigation system works in a similar manner as in a percolation system, the
only difference is that once the water is in the underground reservoir, it gets drawn from the
reservoir by the irrigation pumping station and then gets used by nearby vegetation and thus
returns to nature.

Figure 2-19: A typical design for a subsoil irrigation system in
spray parks (Vortex, 2015)
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2.5.13 Conclusion
The following conclusions are made based on the literature reviewed on spray parks:



Spray parks use sustainable design measures to recycle water
The use of conventional drainage systems in spray park design suggests that there is a
need to consider WSUD measures such as SuDS for sustainable drainage in spray parks
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3. Methodology
3.1 Introduction
This Chapter provides an outline of the proposed methodology which was followed in this
research project. All ethical and formal procedures to acquire relevant information from various
sources were followed. Main sources of information used include the UCT library, the City of
Cape Town, spray parks planners, designers, contractors, environmental specialists, ecologists
and others.

3.2 Visits to municipal employees and their consultants
Most literature and details regarding Spray Parks in Cape Town and details of how water
sensitive they are could not be found easily from any local database sources, online sources and
anywhere else. In fact, (Gerrit, 2015) revealed that the idea of implementing spray parks in Cape
Town was a pilot project to test the concept of spray parks in South Africa using overseas
examples. There were no South African planning and engineering design guidelines followed
which focused on spray parks (Boskovic, 2015)
Therefore, the first step was to visit and interview all specialists who were involved in the
planning, design, contracting, managing, and funding process of these spray parks. Documents
with design details, design guidelines followed and developed, design reports, costing details and
operation manuals were requested at this stage of research. These specialists visited were as
follows:






City of Cape Town municipality’s recreational facilities planners,
Landscape architects,
Daily operators for spray parks,
Civil engineering consultants and,
Mechanical engineers

The main questions asked at this stage of research were mainly to do with reasons why
spray parks were chosen as aquatic recreational facilities for certain Cape Town communities,
the design guidelines followed, how these spray parks are operated and maintained, their
construction dates, construction budget allocated for each of one of them, how much water is
consumed by these spray parks, the types of features installed, the civil and mechanical
engineering details of elements installed and how they operate, how water is recycled, which
WSUD measures are included in their design and how the water runoff is drained and attenuated.
The questionnaires and details of interviews can be found in Appendix A
Furthermore, permission to visit the identified spray parks was asked at this stage, and
formal procedures were followed to arrange the date and times to visit these spray parks. The
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procedure followed was to contact for where these spray parks are located and ask for permission
to access these spray parks. This was done by using email and telephone.

3.3 Visits to spray parks around Cape Town
Once a formal agreement for visiting spray parks had been reached, the second step was therefore
to visit all the sites in which spray parks are installed. The spray parks visited were Valhalla Park,
Nyanga, Khayelitsha, Ocean View and Scottsville. The Du Noon spray park could not be visited
for the purposes of this research because it was still under construction.
During the site visits, observations were made noting how these spray parks are constructed
in general, the types of features and amenities installed, the types of water pumping and recycling
systems installed. Moreover, a demonstration was to show how the spray park operates, how
water is purified and backwashed, how greywater drains into the designed stormwater system
and if the particular spray park has any defects in its water recycling system and the drainage
system which will be the focus area of recommendations in this research. Also, observations
were made to see if there are any WSUD measures implemented in these spray parks.

3.4 Evaluate and make recommendations
The last step in this project was an evaluation of the spray parks based on how they benefit
communities, how effective their designs are, how they conform to the guidelines, how
environmental sustainable they are and water sensitive they are. A description of the evaluation
criteria followed is in chapter 5. Recommendations for improvements were made based on the
findings of the evaluation.
Google earth program was used to collect geographical data such as exact locations of
spray parks and to measure sizes of spray parks layouts which could not be obtained during the
spray park visits.
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4. Spray Parks in Cape Town
4.1 Introduction
The findings of the research methodology followed are presented in this chapter. This chapter
begins with findings which are general and applicable to all reviewed spray parks followed by a
discussion on water play features and the water recycling system in all spray parks.
Thereafter, is a discussion and display of findings concerning every individual spray park
reviewed. The findings are displayed starting with the layout of the spray park, followed by site
amenities in the spray park, types of features installed, the water recycling system, operation and
maintenance issues in the spray park. Lastly, are the findings on the drainage system and
integration of WSUD in the spray park.

4.2 Findings on Cape Town spray parks
There are six spray parks constructed by the City of Cape Town Municipality in six different
poor communities namely Valhalla park, Scottsville, Ocean View, Nyanga, Khayelitsha and Du
Noon. The Du Noon spray park has been excluded in this research because it was still under
construction during the investigation of all spray parks in Cape Town. Figure 4-1 shows an
overview of locations spray parks reviewed in this research project.

Figure 4-1: Overview of locations for spray parks (Google Earth, 2015)
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These spray parks are situated within busy, recreational park-like precincts which offer
other recreational facilities and playgrounds. In future, more spray parks are suggested to be built
in Gordon’s Bay beachfront, Muizenberg beachfront, between the municipal pool and the puttputt course, Green Point Urban Park, Monwabisi coastal resort, Cape Town Gardens and Table
view beachfront (Wright, 2013).
There were no specific South African guidelines followed for the design of spray parks in
Cape Town since the implementation of these spray parks was a pilot project. The criteria
followed to design these spray parks was based on research conducted to mimic how spray parks
have been designed in the United States, Canada and Europe. The findings from this research
were evaluated against Cape Town’s standard requirements for provision of aquatic community
facilities. As a result, the draft document with the general design guidelines followed to design
spray parks in Cape Town was compiled post the construction of these spray parks (Strydom,
2015). These guidelines are stipulated in section 2.5.5 of the literature review.
Valhalla Park Spray Park was the first spray park constructed, it had a 16 months
construction period and it was started in August 2012. Other spray parks which are: Scottsville,
Ocean View, Nyanga and Khayelitsha were started in May 2013 and had practical completions
in March 2015. The Du Noon spray park was still under construction during the period of this
research; it was started in April 2013 and was due to have a practical completion in October 2015
(Boskovic, 2015). The Du Noon spray park was excluded for review in this research because it
was still under construction.
The landscape architectural findings revealed that the North Wester and the South Easter
winds are known to blow in areas where these spray parks are located. However, the direction of
these vary depending on the individual spray park location. This constraint led engineering and
landscape architecture planning to ensure that the general slope of the surface is to the direction
of the wind to ensure that all the water in the spray park drains. Low sitting walls of
approximately 400mm and barrier kerbs are also used to direct water to drainage catchpits which
are placed at the lowest points of the site in order to catch the optimal flow.
These low sitting walls have been sealed from a point where they joined the spray park
floor to prevent water from infiltrating under the spray park floor as shown in Figure 4-3.
Furthermore, overspray areas of about 3 to 4 meters wide are provided to collect all the water
sprayed out and blown by the wind (Boskovic, 2015). Figure 4-2 shows an example of how low
sitting walls and barrier kerbs have been used to direct sprayed water into a stormwater grid inlet.
All spray parks use a conventional stormwater drainage system. They have a concrete and
brick paving platform, which is slightly sloped to direct sprayed water into designated catchpits.
All catchpits have filter screens which vary from sand filters, bed filters and mesh screens. In
addition, debris filters are also added to all drains to trap larger items such as cans, bottles,
children’s shoes, toys and plastics. These filters get cleaned on a regular basis when the spray
park is in operation (Strydom, 2015).
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Low sitting wall

Barrier kerbs

Barrier kerbs

Figure 4-2: Low sitting walls and kerbs used for directing
sprayed water

Sealing of walls

Figure 4-3: Sealing of the low sitting walls

Figure 4-4 shows an example of plastic mesh screens used in Khayelitsha spray park drains,
Figure 4-5 shows how additional concrete is used to reduce the size of grit inlet lids so that larger
objects do not flow into the drains and Figure 4-6 shows a debris filter in a strainer box in front
of the pumps of the water recycling system.
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Figure 4-4: Plastic debris mesh screens in
drains

Figure 4-5: A grit inlet with reduced
openings

Debris filter

Strainer box

Figure 4-6: Debris filter at the beginning of water recycling system
The surfacing of floors in all spray parks is the same. The spray areas for all spray parks
have a concrete platform whereas walking isles and overspray areas are made of 50x100x200
mm reddish-brown brick paving patterns to match the theme of the park. The concrete platforms
are generally smooth but non-slippery. The concrete in spray area surfaces has been treated with
acid etching and has a concrete broom finish. Figure 4-7 shows the finish of concrete in spray
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areas and Figure 4-9 shows the brick paving used in walking isles and Figure 4-8 shows brick
paving on overspray areas. Since the layouts of all spray parks are different, the spray areas and
overspray areas are shown in each individual spray park subsection section.

Spray park surface

Figure 4-7: Acid etched and broom finished concrete floor

Figure 4-9: Brick paving used for walking isles

Figure 4-8: Brick paving on overspray areas

High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) pipes have been used to direct water to all the features
installed. These HDPE pipes have been placed into larger Polyvinyl (PVC) pipe sleeves to make
it easy to pull them out of the ground in the event of blockages (Strydom, 2015). The pipe layouts
of spray parks are shown in Appendix B.
Each spray parks except Valhalla Park and Du Noon was constructed with a budget of
approximately R3.5 Million. The Valhalla park spray park was constructed with a budget of
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approximately R1.7 Million whereas the Du Noon spray park has been allocated a construction
budget of approximately R2 Million (Boskovic, 2015).
Generally, all spray parks are located in park-like surroundings, or at busy and well
supported recreation hubs. Future projects are to locate spray parks in precincts at popular
beaches. The main reason for integrating spray parks in well-known and well-utilised park-like
precincts locations is to increase capacity of use of a spray park and to avoid vandalism of public
amenities (Wright, 2013).

4.2.1 Water Play features for spray parks
All reviewed spray parks are fitted with features manufactured from Canada, United States
and Europe. Only the Du Noon Spray Park has been fitted with features manufactured locally to
cut down the costs carried by the fluctuating exchange rate and the cost of importing these
features. This measure of using locally manufactured spray park features is to be applied for
future spray parks (Boskovic, 2015).
In general, all visited spray parks are fitted with water play features which promote
interactive, dynamic and still activities. These features include ground sprays, water cannons,
flowers, trees, arches, slices and spilling buckets. However, these water play features differed
slightly in in heights, shapes, colours and types of sprayers installed depending on the spray park
layout, theme and size of the site and the expected number of children to use the spray park.
The general arrangement of these features is such that the higher features, medium height
features and ground sprayers are grouped and located in one side respectively to comply with the
guidelines stipulated in section 2.5.5.1 of this report. According to Boskovic (2015), this is done
to accommodate all age groups. The side with higher, bulkier and stronger features such as trees,
spilling buckets, aches and flowers is known as the most exciting or dynamic zone, this zone is
recommended to be used mainly by the adolescent aged group who prefers being sprayed by
water from above and enjoy standing, dynamic and noisy activities.
However, the arranegment of features in Valhalla park, Nyanga and Ocean View spray
park was such that a variety of high and interactive play features are installed in one zone known
as a universal play zone. All spray parks have a side with very short and ground spray features
which are meant for children who prefer playing in a quiet, safer area and with smaller gentle
features they can play while looking down at. The targeted age groups for this area are toddlers
and infants who are still learning how to interact with water play (Boskovic, 2015). The general
arrangement of features for each individual spray park is shown in section 4.3.
Lastly, all spray parks water play features have intelligent automation controller systems
to promote interactive and fun water play. The automation activators in all spray parks are a
button on top or at the side of colourful short vertical posts mounted at the edges of spray areas.
. An example of an automation activator installed in Valhalla Park Spray Park is shown in Figure
4-10.
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Figure 4-10: Automation activator at Valhalla Park Spray
Park

4.2.2 The Water Recycling System
All spray parks use a water recirculation system with UV filters to recycle water. Chlorine is
used to disinfect water. The elements of the UV Filtration system are housed in the same place
with the water pumping system generators. The Valhalla park spray park has the water recycling
and pumping system housed inside a constructed plantroom which is connected to the park’s
administration and ablutions building. The main reason for storing these facilities in a constructed
plantroom is because of the layout of the park.
However, all other spray parks except Valhalla Park spray park have the filtration and
pumping system stored inside a lockable cage made of galvanised stainless steel to protect them
against vandalism. A brief description for water recycling system layouts for each spray park are
found in every subsection 4.3.1.5 of Section 4.3.
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4.3 Reviewed Spray parks
4.3.1 Valhalla Park Spray Park
4.3.1.1 Introduction
The Valhalla park spray park is located inside the Valhalla Park Family Recreational Centre.
This recreational facility occupies over six hectares of land and is situated on the corner of Angela
road and Valhalla Drive (City of Cape Town, 2014). All the civil engineering work in this spray
park was done by Midway Engineers and all the mechanical engineering work was done by
Consultmech Mechanical Engineers (Strydom, 2015).
Other recreational facilities in the precinct which the spray park is located are: a full size
synthetic soccer pitch, a clubhouse and community facility, a network of pathways and
landscaped areas, a BMX track, playground areas, outdoor gym areas, a change room and
ablution facilities, outdoor reading rooms for community interaction with library activities, two
mini-soccer pitches, two multipurpose courts, a multitude of landscape architecture features and
accommodation for a caretaker (City of Cape Town, 2014).
4.3.1.2 Layout of Valhalla Park spray park
The Valhalla park spray park has asymmetrical floor footprint which covers approximately 684
square meters of the park’s overall area. The spray area is surrounded mainly with grass with a
few planted trees. There three wooden shading structures at the edges of the spray park, two of
these structures are at the gentle zone and one is at the universal zone of the spray park. This
spray is placed in front of the park’s site office building with pumping room adjacent to it. The
general layout for Valhalla Park Spray Park and the main site amenities are shown in Figure
4-11.

Figure 4-11: A layout of Valhalla Park spray park
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4.3.1.3 Site amenities
The spray park has shading structures as illustrated in Figure 4-13. Other site amenities in the
spray park are low sitting walls, ablution and change room facilities.

Figure 4-13: Shading structures

Figure 4-12: Automation activator post

4.3.1.4 Spray park features installed
The spray park features in this spray park have been placed such that the higher, medium sized,
interactive features and strong ground sprayers are grouped into one place to create a large
universal play zone which is the main centre of attraction in this spray park. Automation for spray
park features is placed inside the universal zone and a short post with automation button can be
seen in Figure 4-12. Most of the short and gentle ground sprayers are have been placed on the
other side of the spray park.
The types of features installed in the universal zone are: the bud sprayer, dumping buckets,
silver and colourful water hoops, aim and spray water cannons and ground sprays. These features
can be seen in Figure 4-14. Lastly, features in the gentle activity zone are: upward spray rings,
misting sprays and top circle spout. Examples of features in the gentle activity zone of this spray
park are in Figure 4-15
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Figure 4-14: Universal zone features in Valhalla Park spray park

Figure 4-15: Ground and low features in Valhalla Park spray park
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4.3.1.5 Water recycling system
This spray park uses a water recirculation system as described in 2.5.12.1 of the literature review.
The water storage tanks are installed underground and with access manholes shown in Figure
4-16. All the mechanical components of the UV filtration system are stored in a plantroom which
is adjacent to the park’s admin and ablutions facilities building. The plantroom of with
components of the UV filtration system is shown in Figure 4-17. The components of the UV
filtration system shown and pumps are shown in Figure 4-18.

Figure 4-17: The plantroom housing components
of the UV filtration system

Figure 4-16: Access manholes to the
storage tanks

Figure 4-18: Components of the UV filtration system
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4.3.1.6 Operation and maintenance issues
The main problem which was experienced in the spray park is that the stormwater grid inlets in
the spray park were too large to trap children’s valuables such as: sandals and shoes, small toys
and small bottles. However, these objects could be found at the debris filter at the beginning of
the water recirculation system. Additional concrete patched to one side of each grid inlet lid
opening to reduce its size in order to be able to trap finer objects. This is shown in Figure 4-19.

Concrete added

Figure 4-19: Additional concrete added to reduce grid inlet openings
4.3.1.7 Social issues in Valhalla Park spray park
There are no social issues reported in this spray park.
4.3.1.8 Water Drainage and integration of WSUD strategies
The spray park uses a conventional drainage system and there are no WSUD strategies used
(Strydom, 2015). Not all the water sprayed at the spray park is catched because small volumes
of water get blown out of the spray park’s footprint and infiltrates in the nearby grass surrounding
the spray park.

4.3.2 Scottsville Spray Park
4.3.2.1 Introduction
The Scottsville sprat park is located within the yard of Scottsville Community Hall (City of Cape
Town, 2015). This spray park was constructed by Orrie, Welby-Solomon and Associates
consulting civil and structural engineers (OWS Engineers). As similar to the Valhalla Park spray
park, the mechanical components of the water recycling system have been installed by
Consultmech Mechanical Engineers (Strydom, 2015).
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4.3.2.2 Layout of the Scottsville spray park
The layout for Scottsville occupies approximately 560 square meters of the Scottsville
community hall yard. Unlike other spray parks under review in this project, the layout for this
spray park is divided into three main water play areas with a distribution of features as described
in subsection 4.3.2.4 of this section. The play areas in this spray park have been constructed in a
manner which they merge with existing parks amenities can be seen in in the general layout of
the spray park in Figure 4-20.

Figure 4-20: Layout for Scottsville spray park
4.3.2.3 Site amenities
There are no shading structures in this spray park. However, the spray park has low sitting walls
shown in Figure 4-21 and ablution and change room facilities which inside the Scottsville
community hall.

Figure 4-21: Low sitting walls around spray
areas
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4.3.2.4 Spray park features installed
The three main spray zones in this spray park are fitted with features which make up the dynamic,
universal and gentle activity zones. The play zones on each side of the park are the dynamic and
gentle activity zones respectively. The universal zone is in the middle of the dynamic and the
gentle activity zone.
The dynamic activity zone is fitted with higher and bulkier features such as water rainbow
hoops, water domes and cups, pipe water spout and ground sprays. These features can be seen in
Figure 4-22Figure 4-21. The Universal zone is fitted with two water dumping buckets, a single
water pressure post, ground sprays and the automation post and can be seen in Figure 4-24 and
Figure 4-23. Lastly, the gentle activity zone made up of ground sprayers and can be seen in Figure
4-25.

Figure 4-22: Features in the dynamic
activity zone

Figure 4-23: Spray park features in
the universal zone

Figure 4-24: Automation activator in Scottsville
spray park
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Figure 4-25: Features in the gentle activity zone
4.3.2.5 Water recycling system
The elements of the water recirculation system in this spray park are caged behind the Scottsville
community hall. An overview of water recirculation system in Scottsville spray park is shown in
Figure 4-26.

Figure 4-26: Water recirculation system in Scottsville spray park
4.3.2.6 Operation and maintenance issues
The spray park was not operational during the time of the visit because the pumping system was
faulty. Furthermore, Maatjan (2015) explained that the spray park is mostly affected by
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vandalism of steel ground spray caps as can be seen in Figure 4-28 and Figure 4-27, with Figure
4-27 showing an example of ground spray caps before vandalism and Figure 4-28 showing an
example of ground spray caps after vandalism.

Figure 4-27: Ground spray caps
before vandalism

Figure 4-28: Ground spray caps
after vandalism

Another maitenance issue observed was damaged brick paving at the entrance to the gentle
activity zone as can be seen in Figure 4-29.

Damaged paving

Figure 4-29: Damaged brick paving
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4.3.2.7 Social issues in Scottsville spray park
The introduction of the Scottsville spray park raised a concern to community members about the
source and quality of water used in the spray park. Most of the community members believed the
water used in the spray park was being sourced from their houses and they were concerned that
they will have to pay high monthly water bills. Also, community members were concerned that
the water in the spray park was not clean and it will cause water borne diseases amongst children
(Maatjan, 2015).
4.3.2.8 Water Drainage and integration of WSUD strategies
As elaborated in section 4.2.2 this spray park uses a conventional drainage system and there are
no WSUD strategies used. The elements of the drainage system are shown in Figure 4-30.

Figure 4-30: Stormwater drains in Scottsville spray park

4.3.3 Khayelitsha Spray Park
4.3.3.1 Introduction
The Khayelitsha spray park is located in the precinct of Makhaza stadium in Khayelitsha
community (Bidla, 2015). Similarly, all civil engineering work in this spray park was done by
OWS Engineers and mechanical components of the water recycling system have been installed
by Consultmech Mechanical Engineers (Strydom, 2015).
4.3.3.2 Layout of Khayelitsha spray park
The layout of the Khayelitsha spray park is similar to the Scottsville spray park, with different
spray zones divided and spread around the site. The overall spray area is approximately 625
square meters. A detailed description of how the spray park zones are divided and features
installed is found in subsection 4.3.3.4 of this section. The spray zones in the spray park are
joined and surrounded by reddish brown brick paving. The general layout for this spray park is
shown in Figure 4-31.
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Figure 4-31: Layout of Khayelitsha Spray Park
4.3.3.3 Site amenities
This spray park only has low sitting walls as the main site amenities constructed with it.
4.3.3.4 Spray park features installed
This spray park has two main water play zones in three different spray park areas. These zones
are the dynamic and ground sprays zone. The dynamic activity zone is located at the centre of
the spray park and is dominated by high, bulky spray features and structures whereas the ground
spray zones are made of gentle and strong sprayers and they are situated on either side of the
dynamic zone. Features in the dynamic zone are: water dome, water dumping buckets, river bars,
cactus water shower, the water frog and dolphin arc. These features are shown in Figure 4-32.

Figure 4-32: Dynamic activity zone features in Khayelitsha spray park
The two gentle activity are all fitted with a variety of ground sprays and can be seen in
Figure 4-33
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Figure 4-33: Gentle activity zones in Khayelitsha spray park
4.3.3.5 Water recycling system
The elements of the water recirculation system in this spray park are caged and can be seen in
Figure 4-34. Unlike other spray parks reviewed in this research, the water storage tanks in this
spray park are kept outside instead of underground as can be seen in image number 2 of Figure
4-34.
1

2

Figure 4-34: Water recycling system in Khayelitsha Spray Park
4.3.3.6 Operation and maintenance issues
This spray park had most the steel grid inlet lids vandalised which led most debris material
accumulating the mesh screens of the drainage pipes and in the debris filter at the beginning of
the water recirculation system. Thin concrete slabs were temporarily placed over all vandalised
grid inlet chambers to avoid further clogging in the drainage pipes.
Also, one of the filters in the water recycling system was leaking as can be seen in picture
4 of Figure 4-35. The concrete slabs temporarily placed on grid inlets with stolen lids are shown
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in picture 1 and 2 of Figure 4-35 and debris accumulation on mesh screens of vandalised drains
is shown in picture 3 of Figure 4-35.

Figure 4-35: Maintenance issues in Khayelitsha spray park
4.3.3.7 Social issues in the spray park
The size of this spray park is small to accommodate the number of children who need to play in
it. This spray park is usually overcrowded when it is in operation and it is difficult for children
to manoeuvre and explore different water play features installed. In addition, it is difficult for
site operators to supervise and monitor children when the spray park is overcrowded (Bidla,
2015). This social issue was substantiated by a high number of children who were waiting to play
in the spray park as shown in Figure 4-36.
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Figure 4-36: Overcrowding in Khayelitsha spray park
4.3.3.8 Water drainage and integration of WSUD strategies
As elaborated in section 4.2.2 this spray park uses a conventional drainage system and there are
no WSUD strategies used. The spray areas have been extended by reddish-brown brick paving
to act as overspray areas. The overspray areas are approximately 2 metres wide.

4.3.4 Nyanga Spray Park
4.3.4.1 Introduction
The Nyanga spray park is located in the Nyanga stadium sports precinct (Boskovic, 2015). All
civil engineering work in this spray park was done by OWS Engineers and mechanical
components of the water recycling system have been installed by Consultmech Mechanical
Engineers (Strydom, 2015).
4.3.4.2

Layout of the Nyanga spray park

Unlike Khayelitsha and Scottsville spray park, the Nyanga spray park is constructed in a
similar manner as the Valhalla park spray park. However, the layout for this spray park is the
smallest compared to other reviewed spray parks. This layout has a single asymmetrical floor
footprint which covers approximately 374 square meters. The layout of this spray park can be
seen in Figure 4-37.
As can be seen in Figure 4-37, one short edge of the spray area is surrounded by low sitting
walls and the entire perimeter of the spray park is surrounded by grass lawns with a few planted
trees. Furthermore, one short edge opposite to the edge with low sitting walls has a natural soil
embankment.
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Figure 4-37: General layout for Nyanga Spray park
4.3.4.3 Site amenities
Low sitting walls are the only spray park site amenities installed in this spray park and can be
seen in Figure 4-38. However, the surrounding spray park’s area is surrounded by grass lawns
with planted trees which can be used as shading structures.

Low sitting walls

Figure 4-38: Site amenities in Nyanga spray park
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4.3.4.4 Spray park features installed
Features installed in this spray park include high, medium sized, interactive and ground spray
features as shown image 1 of Figure 4-39. Higher features installed are: dumping buckets duos,
top arches ring and the water post. Aim and shoot water cannons are the only interactive features
in this spray park and they are installed next to high features to create a universal play zone as
can be seen in image number 1 in Figure 4-39.
Ground sprays are installed across the entire spray area with “Disco twist” sprayers placed
towards one edge of the spray park as can be seen in Figure 4-40. These features can be activated
by an automation button which is located at an edge of the spray park directly opposite to the
high features. The automation button in this spray park is shown in image 2 in Figure 4-39.

1

2
3

Figure 4-39: Spray park features and Automation in Nyanga spray park

Disco Twist
sprayers

Figure 4-40: Gentle activity features installed
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4.3.4.5 Water recycling system
The elements of the water recycling system in this spray park are caged in a lockable plantroom
and are shown in Figure 4-41.

Figure 4-41: General layout of the water recycling system
4.3.4.6 Operation and maintenance issues
The spray park is constructed under big trees. During windy periods, the leaves from trees fall
into the spray area and end up clogging the water drain installed. However, cleaning of the drains
is done on daily basis by the spray parks operators. Figure 4-42 shows a water drain clogged by
leaves with image number 1 showing water unable to drain because of clogged drains, image
number 2 showing the cleaning of water drains using a digging fork, image number 3 and 4 give
a perspective of rise in the level of water in the spray park when the drains are blocked.
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Figure 4-42: Maintenance problems in Nyanga spray park
4.3.4.7 Social Issues in the spray park
This spray park is small to accommodate the number of children who like to use it since it is the
only water facility around the Nyanga region (Ngcikwe, 2015).
4.3.4.8 Water Drainage and Integration of WSUD strategies
The spray park uses a conventional water drainage system with only one water drain constructed
at the lowest part of the spray park and there are no WSUD measures installed. All spray park
features are placed within a minimum of approximately meters from the edges of the spray are
to allow for catching of oversprayed water. The main water drain in this spray park was blocked
during the time of visit to the spray park and can be seen in Figure 4-42.
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4.3.5 Ocean View Spray Park
4.3.5.1 Introduction
The spray park is located within the fenced precinct of Ocean View Multi-Purpose Centre. To be
precise, the spray park is situated behind the community hall inside this recreational facility
(Boskovic, 2015). All civil engineering work in this spray park was done by OWS Engineers and
mechanical components of the water recycling system have been installed by Consultmech
Mechanical Engineers (Strydom, 2015).
4.3.5.2 Layout of Ocean View spray park
The layout for Ocean View spray park consists of a single spray area which covers approximately
510 square meters. The spray area footprint asymmetrically shaped. Surrounding the spray area
are low sitting walls and brick paving walking isles. In addition, a small garden has been
incorporated the spray park layout. The general layout for this spray park is shown in Figure
4-43.

Figure 4-43: General layout for Oven View spray park

4.3.5.3 Site amenities
Low sitting walls and a small garden are the only site amenities constructed with the spray park.
However, this spray park is placed within a park with other site amenities such as: a community
hall, a small soccer pitch with artificial grass and jungle gym facilities for children to play. The
soccer pitch next to this spray park can be seen in the general layout of the spray park in Figure
4-43 and low sitting walls can be seen in Figure 4-44.
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4.3.5.4 Spray park features installed
Features are installed in a similar arrangement like Nyanga Spray Park, with high features and
medium sized features placed close to each other to create a universal play zone. Ground sprays
have been spread around the entire spray area. This spray park also has automation activator for
spray park features.
The high features installed in this spray park are: one water dumping buckets, tree dome,
the angular water post, and one water hoop. The medium features installed are: a single water
cannon and the water fire hydrant. These features can be seen in Figure 4-45 and Figure 4-46.

Figure 4-45: Overview of Ocean View
spray park features

Figure 4-44: Low sitting walls in Ocean
View spray park

Figure 4-46: Features installed in Ocean View spray park
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4.3.5.5 Water recycling system
The elements of the water recirculation system in this spray park are caged inside a lockable
plantroom and can be seen in Figure 4-47.

Figure 4-47: The recycling system in Ocean View spray park
4.3.5.6 Operation and maintenance issues
The Ocean View spray park was not in operation during the time of visit because the cables in
the water recirculation system were vandalised. Manholes for the spray park drainage system
were polluted with litter were awaiting cleaning as shown in as shown in Figure 4-48.

Figure 4-48: Polluted manholes in Ocean View spray park
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4.3.5.7 Social Issues in the spray park
According to Langeveldt (2015, the area in which the spray park is located has a lot of youth
who are addicted to drugs. The usage of drugs in this community affects the safety public
amenities and children who use them. As a result, it is believed that the cables in the water
recycling system in this spray park were vandalised by drug peddlers.
4.3.5.8 Water Drainage and Integration of WSUD strategies
Similarly, this spray park uses a conventional drainage system for water recirculation and there
are no WSUD strategies installed.
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5. Evaluation of spray parks in Cape Town
5.1 Introduction
An evaluation of spray parks under review is presented in this chapter. A ranking process
presented in section 5.2 has been introduced to evaluate the effectiveness of these spray parks in
the following categories:


Benefit of spray parks to the community



Conformation to the design guidelines followed



The effectiveness of the spray park design



Operation and Maintenance of the spray park



Environmental sensitivity



Integration of WSUD strategies in each spray park

A multi criteria decision making technique on spray parks is used to evaluate the overall
effectiveness of all spray parks based on the results of rankings on the above mentioned topics
and is presented in section 5.2 of this chapter followed by evaluation results for each spray park.
This chapter is concluded by a discussion of the results obtained in the evaluation procedure
followed.

5.2 The ranking process of spray parks
The effectiveness of spray parks is evaluated using a ranking process in a scale from zero to ten,
where zero implies the least effective and ten implies the most effective. This process has been
applied for every evaluation category which is listed in section 5.1. The summary of scores are
tabulated under every spray park in section 5.3.
Ranking scores are arbitrarily awarded in cases where personal judgement is appropriate.
However, a general equation 5.1 is used to gauge ranking scores based on the total number of
factors considered and the number of available factors as follows:
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑎𝑦 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑘

(𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑) 𝑥 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = Final Ranking

(5.1)

For example: If there are five factors required in a spray park and the spray park lacks one
of the factors, then final ranking score rewarded will be calculated as follows:
4
( ) 𝑥 10 = 8
5
Finally, the sums of scores in each ranking category are summarised for discussion to
analyse which how all spray parks perform in terms of benefits to the community, effectiveness
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of the design, operation and maintenance, environmental and integration of WSUD in their
design. The discussion of summarised results is in section 5.8.
The types of factors or elements considered for the ranking process under each category
are based on the reviewed guidelines for spray parks design and the schematic of facilities
required in a spray park as shown in Figure 5-1. This schematic is proposed by (Vortex, 2015).

Figure 5-1: Good site considerations for spray parks (Vortex, 2015)
As can be seen in the schematic, a good spray park design must have the following basic
facilities:









Shading structures,
Seating benches,
Bathroom, showers and change rooms,
Recycle bins to prevent land pollution,
Grass area,
Signage to inform community members about the existence of the spray park and operation
times,
All walking isles must be paved, and
Bicycle rack and parking which includes parking for disabled people,

5.2.1 Benefit of spray parks to the community
The extent to which the spray parks benefit the community is based on the following ranking
criteria:
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5.2.1.1 Locally manufactured spray park features and mechanical components
Spray parks with locally manufactured features and components will score more than spray parks
with features and components which were manufactured and imported from overseas.
This criteria is based on the reasoning that the use of locally manufactured features benefits
the community in terms of creation of employment and cuts down the costs associated with
import of these features and components from other countries (Wright, 2013). Furthermore, it
might be difficult and expensive to fix spray park features which are not locally manufactured
which might leave community members on hold for longer periods until spray park features are
restored (Boskovic, 2015).
5.2.1.2 Provision of medical facilities
Spray parks with medical facilities close to the spray park will score more than those without
medical facilities close to the spray park.
Although the study conducted reveals that there is no risk of death and drowning in a spray
park, it is important that there are first aid medical facilities next to the spray park to account for
injuries resulting from falling and water entering sensitive body parts such as eyes and ears
(Vortex, 2015).
5.2.1.3 Spray park safety
Spray parks which are safer will be awarded a higher ranking than spray parks which are not
safe. Safety in a spray park will be based on the following factors:




Availability of security guards or municipal employees who watch children they play in
the spray park and to ensure that social problems such as bullying do not occur amongst
children (Wright, 2013).
The spray park must be fenced to enhance the safety of children in the spray park and to
avoid children from running into dangerous facilities such as roads, railways and seas.
Furthermore, fencing will help protect spray park facilities from being vandalised and also
add convenience to parents that children in spray parks are safe from kidnapping and
interference by drug peddlers (Wright, 2013).

5.2.1.4 Proper signage of the spray park
Spray parks with proper signage to inform community members about the facility will score more
than ones which are not assigned with board signs in the street or within the vicinity of the
recreational precinct it is in.
This is based on the fact that proper signage around the community will help community
members be able to find these spray parks and use them (Wright, 2013).
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5.2.1.5 Community involvement in the construction and operation of the spray park
Spray parks in which community members were involved prior to construction, during
construction and during operation of the spray park will score more than those in which
community members are or were not involved.
Community involvement is based on whether there was an Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) conducted during the planning phase of the project. In the process, the public
must be given a chance to raise their views on matters regarding possible environmental impacts,
policy making, budgetary decisions taken and resource management (Ewing, 2014).
5.2.1.6 Usability of spray parks as public spaces
Spray parks which are usable as public spaces when they are not in operation will score more
than those which are not usable as public spaces.
According to Bormans (2015), all spray parks in Cape Town must be usable as public
spaces when they are not being operated

5.2.2 Conformation to the design guidelines in each spray park
The evaluation of spray parks based on the conformation to the design guidelines is based on the
following ranking criteria:
5.2.2.1 Location of the spray park
Spray parks located within or closer to recreational hubs in Cape Town communities will be
ranked higher than spray parks located far from recreational hubs.
The best location for a spray park is an a site which is closer to other park like facilities
such as sports precincts, public parks and beaches because it saves construction, operation and
maintenance costs, it will be easy to find, children will have a variety of other recreational
activities to engage in and there are no noise concerns raised to the nearby households. (Wright,
2013).
Therefore, a poor site location is a site which is far away from other facilities because it
will be expensive to construct, operate and maintain, difficult to find and spray park users will
not have a chance to engage into other recreational activities from the same site and will be
ranked less (Wright, 2013).
5.2.2.2 Zoning of Spray Park features
All spray park features must be assembled groups to offer dynamic, universal and gentle activity
zone (Aquatic Recreation Company, 2015).
Therefore, a spray park with features installed in a manner which it is easy to identify all
the different zones will be ranked higher than those in which the play zones are not easy to
identify and where spray park features are randomly installed with clutter.
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5.2.2.3 Automation
A spray park with a functional intelligent automation system will be ranked higher than a spray
park without a functional automation system.
According to the reviewed spray parks design guidelines, Wright (2013) recommends that
all spray parks must have an automation activator which is intelligent.
5.2.2.4 Amenities provided
This evaluation element will only focus on provision of seating and shading structures as
recommended by (Vortex, 2015).
Therefore, all spray parks with shading and seating structures will score more points than
a spray parks without a provision of these structures.
5.2.2.5 Aesthetics of the spray park
In general, a spray park which is more visually stimulating will score more than a less
aesthetically pleasing spray park. A visually stimulating spray park must have a playful or
cultural theme of decoration on the floor and pavements (CIRSA, 2007). Moreover, it must have
a variety of colourful features and structures as depicted in the example in Figure 5-2

Figure 5-2: Aesthetically pleasing spray park (Vortex, 2015)
5.2.2.6 Permanence of water play features
A spray park with features which are functional, can be removed to be stored elsewhere in
seasons when the spray park is closed, robust and less vulnerable to vandalism by being in a
secured spray park and made of cheap material such as plastic will score more points than a spray
park with features which do not work properly, which cannot be removed for storage, which are
prone to vandalism, and not robust.
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5.2.2.7 Ablution facilities provided
According to Wright (2013), toilets, showers and change rooms must be provided close to a spray
park. Therefore a spray park with ablution facilities close to it will score more than a spray park
without these them.
5.2.2.8 Provision of storage rooms
A spray park with a lockable storage rooms or cage to house Spray Park and water recirculation
components will score less than a spray park without good storage room facilities.
According to the guidelines, a well sized storage room is required in a spray park. The
minimum size of the room is 25 square metres in floor area (Wright, 2013).

5.2.3 Operation and Maintenance of the spray park
A spray park will score more if it has the following operation and maintenance elements as
recommended by (Wright, 2013):
5.2.3.1 Availability of trained operation and maintenance staff
A spray park being operated by trained staff with provision of operation manuals for the water
recycling system will score more than a spray park which is operated untrained staff who do not
understand how to use the operation manuals. Furthermore, high scores will be awarded to spray
parks in which maintenance is done by trained technicians or engineers.
5.2.3.2 Operation times of the spray park
A spray park which is being thoroughly operated at recommended operation hours and seasons
as recommended by the City of Cape Town or based on the community needs will score more
than a spray park which is not being operated at recommended times.
5.2.3.3 Maintenance of the spray park
A spray park which receives seasonal, yearly maintenance or maintenance on regular basis when
there is failure of spray park components will score more than a spray park which does not get
maintained on regular basis.

5.2.4 The effectiveness of the spray park design
The evaluation of spray parks to assess the effectiveness of the spray park design is based on the
following ranking criteria:
5.2.4.1 The size of the spray park
A spray park will score more its size if its size is capable to accommodate the number of children
from nearby communities without overcrowding
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5.2.4.2 Layout of the spray park
The spray park will score more if its layout is integrated into the existing park to occupy the
maximum available space.
5.2.4.3 Drainage of the spray park
A spray park will score more if it has adequate number of functional drains with provision of
litter traps in each drain. The slope of the slope must be able direct water and there should be
enough overspray area to catch sprayed water (Bormans, 2015).
5.2.4.4 Water recycling system
A spray park with a well-designed and functional water recycling system, whether a recirculation
or repurpose water management system will be ranked higher than a spray park with a water
recycling system which fails to recycle water as required because of design inefficiencies.
Furthermore, a spray park with a repurpose water management system will be ranked
higher than a spray park with a recirculation water management system because repurpose water
management systems are more sustainable compared to recirculation water management systems
(Rotschild, 2012). As discussed in section 2.5.12, repurpose water management systems do not
require the use of chemicals to disinfect spray park water, they are cost effective and require less
maintenance. Furthermore, greywater in a spray park can be used for other purposes such as
irrigation of plants around the spray park, cleaning of facilities in the park and to recharge the
groundwater table (Rotschild, 2012).
5.2.4.5 Surfacing of the spray park
A spray park will be score more points if it has a non-slip concrete surface which is acid etched
and has broom finish than as pray park with a rubberised surface as discussed in section 2.5.11.4.
This is because rubberised surfaces are less sustainable than concrete surfaces since that
are expensive to implement, difficult to clean and can easily be damaged by UV light and
Chlorine. On the other hand, concrete surfaces are cheaper to construct, easy to clean and are
more durable (CIRSA, 2007).
5.2.4.6 Accessibility of the spray park
A spray park which caters for all ages and children with disabilities will be ranked higher than a
spray park which is constructed in a manner that it is difficult for certain age groups to play in it
and cannot be accessed by children who use wheelchairs and other disabilities such as impaired
limbs, visual and hearing problems (Boskovic, 2015). Universal access in a spray park is
discussed in the sixth paragraph of section 2.5.4.
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5.2.5 Environmental sustainability spray parks
All spray parks which are environmentally sustainable will score more points than spray
parks which are not environmentally sustainable.
According to Vortex (2015), spray parks which are environmentally sustainable must have
the following design attributes:





Be constructed using durable environmentally friendly materials,
Must be energy efficient by using variable frequency pumps and on demand spray park
automation
Must have appropriately sized debris control systems
Must use repurpose water recycling systems to allow reuse of greywater for irrigation,
replenishing and percolation. Repurpose water management systems are discussed in
section 2.5.12.2.

5.2.6 Integration of WSUD strategies in each spray park
This review component evaluates the effectiveness of WSUD activities as discussed in section
2.3.5 of the literature review. All spray parks are to be ranked based on how they conform to the
“urban water infrastructure” and “design and planning” parts of WSUD.
The evaluation under urban water infrastructure part is based on the following assessment
criteria:
5.2.6.1 Sustainable water supply
A spray park with a sustainable water supply, water conservation and water management system
will be awarded a higher ranking than a spray park with a poor water supply, conservation a good
source control measures as discussed in management system. Furthermore, higher ranking will
also be applied to spray parks which uses prevention measures of a SuDS treatment train as
discussed in section 2.4.7. These measures include prevention of stormwater runoff by ensuring
that there is harvesting and reuse of rainwater to address the water demand in the spray park.
5.2.6.2 Groundwater management system
A spray park with a water management system which uses groundwater as the main source and
is capable for managed aquifer recharge will be ranked higher than a spray park which sources
water from a conventional water system. In this case, all spray parks with a repurpose water
management systems which allow water to percolate and recharge the aquifer as discussed in
section 2.5.12.2 will be ranked higher than spray parks which do not allow for aquifer recharge.
The use of groundwater as the main water source will enable the spray park to remain
operational even in periods when conventional water system has problems.
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5.2.6.3 Wastewater minimisation
Spray parks with a water recycling system which treats and reuse greywater in a sustainable
manner will be ranked higher in terms of wastewater minimisation than spray parks which result
in high volumes of effluent greywater.
5.2.6.4 Stormwater management
All spray parks with source control SuDS options implemented into their designs will be ranked
higher than those without sustainable measures to mitigate the effects of stormwater runoff.
Source control measures are discussed in section 2.4.8.2 of the literature review.
The source control measures considered in this review are: green roof in buildings,
permeable pavements and soakaways.
5.2.6.5 Planning and design
Higher ranking will be awarded to well-planned and designed spray parks which have the
following attributes:





Designed in a manner which celebrating local character in Water Sensitive Cities,
Designed in a manner which optimises cost-benefit of infrastructure and built form as
opposed to the implementation of swimming pools as water recreational facilities,
Improving liveability in Water Sensitive Cities and,
Provides resilience in integration of WSUD and environmental sustainability

5.3 Evaluation of Valhalla Park Spray Park
5.3.1 Benefit of Valhalla Park Spray Park to the community
The Valhalla Park spray park is constructed using features and mechanical components which
were not locally manufactured, however, workers who installed these features came from local
mechanical civil engineering companies which implies it is easy to fix these components when
they are faulty and therefore the spray park scores 5/10 in the category of locally manufactured
spray park features and mechanical components.
The spray park has an admin office building equipped with first aid medical facilities to
account for emergencies. The site where the spray park is located is fenced and there are operators
who are always available to watch over children when they are using the park’s facilities.
Therefore, the spray park scores 10/10 in the category of Provision of medical facilities and safety
in the spray park.
There is signage to inform community members about the availability of the recreational
facility in which the spray park is located. The available signage does not specify that there is a
spray park within the facility which implies that some of the community members may not be
aware that there is a spray park within the recreational facility. However, the community was
involved in the planning, construction and operation of the spray park. Therefore this spray park
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scores 7/10 for lack of proper signage and 10/10 for community involvement within in the spray
park project.
Lastly, the spray park can be used as a public space when it is not in operation hence it
scores 10/10 in this category. A summary of the evaluation process based on how much the
Valhalla Park spray park benefits the community is displayed in Table 5-1
Table 5-1: Benefit to the community scores
Evaluation element

Ranking (0-10)

Locally manufactured spray park features and mechanical components

5

Provision of medical facilities

10

Safety in the spray park

10

Proper signage in the spray park

7

Community involvement in the spray park

10

Usability as public spaces

10

Total score in percentage

87 %

5.3.1 Conformation of Valhalla Park Spray Park to design guidelines
This spray park is located within an existing sports precinct which offer other recreation
playground facilities. The existing park has ablution facilities and storage rooms provided hence
the spray park scores 10/10 in this categories for a good location and provision of ablution and
storage room facilities.
The spray park features are grouped to form a universal and gentle activity zones and the
types of features installed are conducive to dynamic, interactive and gentle water play activities.
There is automation for these spray features and there is adequate seating and shading structures.
Furthermore, all spray park features work properly, they are robust and durable. Hence the spray
park scores 10/10 for good zoning of spray park features, automation in the spray park, provision
of seating and shading structures and good performance of features.
The spray park is generally aesthetically pleasing with green grass and planted trees around
it. However, the majority of medium water hoops features are not painted with different vibrant
colours and the floor is not painted to theme the park. Hence the spray park scores 7/10 in this
category. Unpainted water hoops and spray park floor are shown in Figure 5-3. A summary of
evaluation results on how the spray park conforms to the guidelines is in Table 5-2
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Unpainted Water
hoops

Figure 5-3: Unpainted features at Valhalla park spray park
Table 5-2: Conformation to design guidelines scores
Evaluation element

Ranking (0-10)

Location of the spray park

6

Zoning of Spray Park features

10

Automation in the spray park

10

Amenities provided

10

Aesthetics of the spray park

7

Permanence of water play features

10

Ablution facilities provided

10

Provision of storage rooms

10

Total score in percentage

91%

5.3.2 Operation and Maintenance of Valhalla park Spray Park
The Valhalla Park Spray Park is operated by personnel understand how to operate the pumping
and recycling system but did not receive professional training by the City of Cape Town.
Therefore the spray park scores 0/10 in the category of having trained operation and maintenance
staff.
The spray park is operated at recommended times, it is well maintained and sustainable
measures have been taken to troubleshoot frequently experienced problems as discussed in
section 4.3.1.6 hence it scores 10/10 in the category of being operated at recommended times and
having good maintenance. A summary of the evaluation process operation and maintenance
issues in Valhalla Park Spray Park is displayed in Table 5-3.
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Table 5-3: Operation and maintenance issues scores
Evaluation element

Ranking (0-10)

Availability of trained operation and maintenance staff

0

Operation times of the spray park

10

Maintenance of the spray park

10

Total score in percentage

67%

5.3.3 The effectiveness of Valhalla Park Spray Park design
The size of the Valhalla Park Spray is not too big nor too small for the number of children who
use it and therefore it scores 8/10 in terms of size with an allowance that it may be overcrowded
as many children discover it.
The layout of the spray park is asymmetrical and is merged to occupy the available space
to the optimum. The spray park uses conventional drainage system with adequate number of
drains and overspray areas to catch the amount of water possible. Surfacing in the spray park is
made of concrete which is acid etched and has a broom finish as discussed in the seventh
paragraph of section 4.2. Lastly, paving of isles, pathways and play area is done in a manner
which accommodates wheelchair access. Therefore the spray park scores 10/10 in categories of
layout, drainage, surfacing and accessibility.
This spray park uses a recirculation water management system which works without design
inefficiencies. This system has been housed in a constructed plantroom which keeps all its
components safe from being damaged by climate changes. Hence this spray park scores 5/10 for
not using a repurpose water management system.
A summary of the evaluation process the effectiveness of the design in Valhalla Park Spray
Park is displayed in Table 5-4

Table 5-4: Effectiveness of the design scores
Spray park design element

Ranking (0-10)

Size

8

Layout

10

Drainage

10

Water recirculation

5

Surfacing

10

Accessibility

10

Total score in percentage

88%
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5.3.4 Environmental sustainability of Valhalla Park Spray Park
The main materials used in this spray park are steel, concrete and plastic, which are durable and
environmental friendly. The spray park uses variable frequency pumps and spray park
automation which makes it energy efficient. All drains are fitted in with mesh screens for
adequate debris control. The water recycling system in this spray park is not a repurpose water
management. Hence this spray park scores an average score of 75% in the category of
environmental sustainability.

5.3.5 Integration of WSUD strategies in Valhalla Park Spray Park
The Valhalla park spray park uses a conventional water supply which functions properly.
However there are no sustainable measures taken to harvest rainwater for uses in a spray park.
Hence its scores 5/10 in the category of having a sustainable water supply system.
The water recycling system in this spray park is a recirculation system, whereby water is
recirculated in the spray park without aquifer recharge hence the spray park scores 0/10 in the
category of groundwater management. The recirculation system in this spray park is effective in
recycling greywater. However, there is a volume of effluent released at the end of a process
which is not a sustainable approach compared to the use of a percolation repurpose water
management system discussed in section 2.5.12.2. Therefore this spray park scores 5/10 in the
category of wastewater minimisation.
The surfaces around the spray park are made of grass, impermeable brick and concrete
surfaces. According to Strydom (2015), the grass around the spray park is to account for water
which gets blown out of the spray park by wind. Therfore this spray park scores 5/10 in the
category of sustsainable stormwater management.
In terms of overall planning and design, the spray park the spray park is designed in a
manner which can be celebrated by the local community. According to Boskovic (2015), The
City of Cape town spends about four times less the money spent in the overall construction,
operation and mantence of this spray park as compared to how much is spent in existing
swimming pools. The implementation of this spray park is able to meet the requirement of
improving liveability in new urban amenities, hence it scores 10/10 in the design and planning
category. A summary of the evaluation process based on how WSUD strategies are integrated in
Valhalla Park Spray Park is displayed in Table 5-5

Table 5-5: Integration of WSUD strategies scores
WSUD Strategy

Ranking (0-10)

Sustainability of water supply

5

Management of Groundwater

0

Wastewater minimisation

5

Stormwater management

5
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WSUD Strategy

Ranking (0-10)

Planning and design

10

Total score in percentage

50%

5.4 Evaluation of Scottsville Spray Park
5.4.1 Benefit of Scottsville Spray Park to the community
The Scottsville spray park can easily be seen from the main streets. There is signage which
informs community members about the recreational facility in which the spray park is located,
hence it scores 10/10 in terms of proper signage because it is easily identifiable by community
members. This spray park scores the same way as the Valhalla park spray park because it has all
other elements considered in this category being the same as in Valhalla Park.
A summary of the evaluation process based on how much the Scottsville spray park
benefits the community is displayed in Table 5-6.
Table 5-6: Benefit to the community scores
Evaluation element

Ranking (0-10)

Locally manufactured spray park features and mechanical components

5

Provision of medical facilities

10

Safety in the spray park

10

Proper signage in the spray park

10

Community involvement in the spray park

10

Usability as public spaces

10

Total score in percentage

92%

5.4.2 Conformation of Scottsville Spray Park to design guidelines
This spray park is located within the main recreational park in the Scottsville community. The
park in which the spray park is located has a community hall and jungle gym facilities. This park
has adequate ablution facilities and storage rooms and therefore the spray park scores 10/10 in
the categories for a good location and provision of ablution and storage room facilities.
The spray park features are grouped to form a dynamic, universal and gentle activity zones
and the types of features installed are conducive to dynamic, interactive and gentle water play
activities. Features in the spray park have automation. There is adequate seating around the spray
areas but no shading structures. Few ground sprayers have been vandalised as discussed in
section 4.3.2.6 but other spray features appear to be robust and durable.
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Therefore the spray park scores 10/10 for good zoning of spray park features and
automation in the spray park but scores 5/10 provision of seating without shading structures and
8/10 for performance of features.
The spray park is generally aesthetically pleasing with reddish brick paving and planted
trees around it around the park. All the spray park features are colourful but all floors of the spray
park are not painted to a specific theme. Hence the spray park scores 8/10 in this category. A
summary of evaluation results on how the spray park conforms to the guidelines is in Table 5-7.
Table 5-7: Conformation to design guidelines scores
Evaluation element

Ranking (0-10)

Location of the spray park

10

Zoning of Spray Park features

10

Automation in the spray park

10

Amenities provided

5

Aesthetics of the spray park

8

Permanence of water play features

8

Ablution facilities provided

10

Provision of storage rooms

10

Total score in percentage

89%

5.4.3 Operation and Maintenance of Scottsville Spray Park
The Scottsville spray park is operated by personnel who received professional training by the
City of Cape Town. Therefore the spray park scores 10/10 in the category of availability of
trained operation and maintenance staff.
The spray park gets operated at recommended times when all its components are working.
However, this spray park was not operational during the time of visit because it was still awaiting
for seasonal maintenance of the pumping system. Furthermore, some of the brick paving was
damaged and a few ground sprays caps needed to be restored as discussed in section 4.3.2.6.
Therefore this spray park scores 10/10 in the category of being operated at recommended
times but scores 0/10 for being overdue in maintenance. A summary of the evaluation process
operation and maintenance issues in Scottsville Spray Park is displayed in Table 5-8.
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Table 5-8: Operation and maintenance issues scores
Evaluation element

Ranking (0-10)

Availability of trained operation and maintenance staff

10

Operation times of the spray park

10

Maintenance of the spray park

0

Total score in percentage

67%

5.4.4 The effectiveness of Scottsville Spray Park design
The size of the Scottsville spray park is big enough to accommodate the number of children who
use it and therefore it scores 10/10 in terms of size.
The layout of the spray park is merged to occupy the available space to the optimum. As
in the Valhalla park spray park, the spray park uses conventional drainage system and has
surfacing made of concrete treated with acid etching and has a broom finish. Lastly, paving of
isles, pathways and play area is done in a manner which accommodates wheelchair access.
Therefore the spray park scores 10/10 in categories of layout, drainage, surfacing accessibility.
The spray park is designed to use a water recycling system which is housed in a lockable
cage. It was observed that uPVC pipes instead of galvanised steel pipes have been used in parts
of the system as shown in Figure 5-4. This is not a good design measure because at higher
temperatures, uPVC pipes tend to loose strength and they can easily be cracked. Hence the spray
park scores 8/10 in terms of the design of the water recycling system.

uPVC pipes

Figure 5-4: uPVC pipes in water recycling system
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A summary of the evaluation process the effectiveness of the design in Scottsville Spray
Park is displayed in Table 5-9
Table 5-9: Effectiveness of the design scores
Spray park design element

Ranking (0-10)

Size

10

Layout

10

Drainage

10

Water recirculation

8

Surfacing

10

Accessibility

10

Total score in percentage

97%

5.4.5 Environmental sustainability of Scottsville Spray Park
This spray park scores an average of 75% in terms of environmental sustainability because all
the elements considered in this category are the same as in Valhalla park spray park.

5.4.6 Integration of WSUD strategies in Scottsville Spray Park
The Scottsville spray park scores an overall score of 50% in terms of integration of WSUD
strategies into its design because it has similar design attributes to the Valhalla Park spray park
in this category. Hence the ranking process for evaluation in this category is the same as in
Valhalla Park Spray Park and is summarised in Table 5-5

5.5 Evaluation of Khayelitsha Spray Park
5.5.1 Benefit of Khayelitsha Spray Park to the community
The features installed in the Khayelitsha spray park were also manufactured from overseas with
components of the water recycling system manufactured locally. Therefore this spray park scores
5/10 under the category of locally manufactured spray park features and mechanical components.
There is no a site office with medical facilities in the precinct where the spray park is
located and therefore this spay park scores 0/10 for lacking provision of first aid medical
facilities.
The spray park is not fenced but children in the spray park are monitored by spray park site
operators to account for their general safety. There is no signage to inform community members
about the existence of the spray park in particular. However, it was evident that most children
are aware of the spray park because of how overcrowded it was during the time of spray park
visit. Therefore this spray park scores 5/10 for safety, and proper signage in the spray park
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Lastly, the spray park can be used as a public space when it is not in operation and the
community has been involved in the planning, construction and operation of the spray park hence
it scores 10/10 in the category of being usable as a public space and community involvement.
A summary of the evaluation process based on how much the Khayelitsha spray park
benefits the community is displayed in Table 5-10
Table 5-10: Benefit to the community scores
Evaluation element

Ranking (0-10)

Locally manufactured spray park features and mechanical components

5

Provision of medical facilities

0

Safety in the spray park

5

Proper signage in the spray park

5

Community involvement in the spray park

10

Usability as public spaces

10

Total score in percentage

58%

5.5.2 Conformation of Khayelitsha Spray Park to design guidelines
This spray park is located within the main recreational precinct in the Makhaza community. The
park has no toilets, ablution facilities such as showers and change rooms for spray park users.
Furthermore, there are no storage rooms and therefore the spray park scores 10/10 for being in a
good location and 0/10 for lack of ablution and storage room facilities.
The spray park features are conducive to dynamic, interactive and gentle water play
activities and have automation. There is adequate seating around the spray areas but no shading
structures. Therefore the spray park scores 10/10 for good zoning of spray park features,
automation and for good performance of features. However, this spray park scores 5/10 because
of lack of shading structures.
This spray park scores 8/10 in terms of aesthetics since it looks similar to the Scottsville
spray park. It has reddish brick paving and planted trees around it. All spray features are colourful
but floors are not painted to a specific theme. A summary of evaluation results on how the spray
park conforms to the guidelines is in Table 5-11
Table 5-11: Conformation to design guidelines scores
Evaluation element

Ranking (0-10)

Location of the spray park

10

Zoning of Spray Park features

10

Automation in the spray park

10

Amenities provided

5
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Evaluation element
5.5.2.1

Ranking (0-10)

Aesthetics of the spray park

8

Permanence of water play features

8

Ablution facilities provided

0

Provision of storage rooms

0

Total score in percentage

64%

5.5.3 Operation and Maintenance of Khayelitsha Spray Park
The Khayelitsha spray park is operated by personnel who received professional training by the
City of Cape Town (Bidla, 2015). Therefore the spray park scores 10/10 in the category of
availability of trained operation and maintenance staff.
The spray park gets operated at recommended times when all its components are working.
However, this spray park was not operational during the time of visit because it was still awaiting
for seasonal maintenance of the pumping system and a few drainage pipes were blocked because
lids for grid inlets were vandalised as discussed in section 4.3.3.6. Therefore this spray park
scores 10/10 in the category of being operated at recommended times but scores 0/10 for being
overdue in maintenance. A summary of the evaluation process operation and maintenance issues
in Khayelitsha Spray Park is displayed in Table 5-12
Table 5-12: Operation and maintenance issues scores
Evaluation element

Ranking (0-10)

Availability of trained operation and maintenance staff

10

Operation times of the spray park

10

Maintenance of the spray park

0

Total score in percentage

67%

5.5.4 The effectiveness of Khayelitsha Spray park design
As discussed in section 4.3.3.7, Bidla (2015) explains that the size of Khayelitsha Spray Park not
big enough to accommodate the number of children who use it. As a result, the spray park is
always overcrowded to an extent that most children are unable to play very well in it. Therefore
this spray park scores 5/10 in terms of size.
This spray park scores same results as in Scottsville Spray Park in terms of a good layout,
drainage, surfacing, water recycling system and accessibility because the design attributes in
these two spray parks are the same
A summary of the evaluation process in the effectiveness of the design in Khayelitsha
Spray Park is displayed in Table 5-13
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Table 5-13: Effectiveness of the design scores
Spray park design element

Ranking (0-10)

Size

10

Layout

10

Drainage

10

Water recirculation

8

Surfacing

10

Accessibility

10

Total score in percentage

97%

5.5.5 Environmental sustainability of Khayelitsha Spray Park
This spray park scores an average of 75% in terms of environmental sustainability because all
the elements considered in this category are the same as in Valhalla park spray park.

5.5.6 Integration of WSUD strategies in Khayelitsha Spray Park
A similar to Scottsville spray park, the Khayelitsha spray park scores an overall score of 50% in
terms of integration of WSUD strategies into its design because it has similar design attributes
to the Valhalla Park spray park in this category. Hence the ranking process for evaluation in this
category is the same as in Valhalla Park Spray Park and is summarised in Table 5-5.

5.6 Evaluation of Nyanga Spray Park
5.6.1 Benefit of Nyanga Spray Park to the community
The Nyanga Spray Park is also constructed using features which were not locally manufactured.
Hence the spray park scores 5/10 in terms of locally manufactured spray park features and
mechanical components
The site in which the spray park is located has an admin building which has first aid medical
facilities to account for emergencies. This site is fenced and there are daily operators who monitor
children when they are using the park’s facilities. There is signage to inform community members
about the existence of recreational facility the spray park is in and the spray park can easily be
seen from the main roads around the sports precinct. Therefore, the spray park scores 10/10 in
the category of provision of medical facilities, safety, and proper signage.
The community was involved in the planning, construction and operation phase of this
spray park and it can be used as a public space when it is not in operation hence it scores 10/10
in community involvement and usability as public space.
A summary of the evaluation process based on how much the Valhalla Park spray park
benefits the community is displayed in Table 5-14.
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Table 5-14: Benefit to the community scores
Evaluation element

Ranking (0-10)

Locally manufactured spray park features and mechanical components

5

Provision of medical facilities

10

Safety in the spray park

10

Proper signage in the spray park

10

Community involvement in the spray park

10

Usability as public spaces

10

Total score in percentage

92%

5.6.2 Conformation of Nyanga Spray Park to design guidelines
This spray park is located within the main recreational precinct in the Nyanga community. This
spray park has no showers and change rooms for spray park users but there is a storage room for
the park’s facilities. Therefore this spray park scores 10/10 for being in a good location and
having storage room facilities and 5/10 for lack of showers.
This spray park scores 10/10 in terms of good zoning of spray park features, automation
and for good performance of features because these have been done the same way as in Valhalla
Park Spray Park. However, this spray park and scores 5/10 in terms of provision of amenities
since it has no shading structures.
This spray park also scores 8/10 in terms of general aesthetics since all spray features are
colourful but floors are not painted to a specific theme. A summary of evaluation results on how
the spray park conforms to the guidelines is in Table 5-15.
Table 5-15: Conformation to design guidelines scores
Evaluation element

Ranking (0-10)

Location of the spray park

10

Zoning of Spray Park features

10

Automation in the spray park

10

Amenities provided

5

Aesthetics of the spray park

8

Permanence of water play features

10

Ablution facilities provided

5

Provision of storage rooms

10

Total score in percentage

85%
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5.6.3 Operation and Maintenance of Nyanga Spray Park
According to Ngcikwe (2015) operators of Nyanga Spray Park did not receive professional
training by the City of Cape Town. Therefore the spray park scores 0/10 in the category of
availability of trained operation and maintenance staff.
The spray park is operated at recommended times, it is well maintained and sustainable
measures have been taken to troubleshoot frequently experienced problems as discussed in
section 4.3.4.6 hence it scores 10/10 in the category of being operated at recommended times
and having good maintenance. A summary of the evaluation process operation and maintenance
issues in Valhalla Park Spray Park is displayed in Table 5-16
Table 5-16: Operation and maintenance issues scores
Evaluation element

Ranking (0-10)

Availability of trained operation and maintenance staff

0

Operation times of the spray park

10

Maintenance of the spray park

10

Total score in percentage

67%

5.6.4 The effectiveness of Nyanga Spray Park design
The size of the Nyanga spray park is not big enough to accommodate the number of children
who use it (Ngcikwe, 2015). It was also observed that the layout of the spray park not merged
to occupy the available space to the optimum which makes the spray park have a small water
play area. Therefore this spray park scores 5/10 in terms of size and layout.
The spray park uses conventional drainage system with only one drain which in insufficient
because it usually gets clogged by leaves as discussed in section 4.3.4.6. Therefore this spray
park scores 5/10 in terms of drainage.
Surfacing in this spray parks is also made of concrete with acid etching and broom finishing
and paving and is done in a manner which accommodates wheelchair access. Therefore the spray
park scores 10/10 in categories of surfacing and accessibility.
The design of the water recycling system scores 8/10 because it has exposed uPVC pipes
as done in Scottsville and Khayelitsha Spray Park. A summary of the evaluation process the
effectiveness of the design in Valhalla Park Spray Park is displayed in Table 5-17.
Table 5-17: Effectiveness of the design scores
Spray park design element

Ranking (0-10)

Size

5

Layout

5

Drainage

5
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Spray park design element

Ranking (0-10)

Water recirculation

8

Surfacing

10

Accessibility

10

Total score in percentage

72%

5.6.5 Environmental sustainability of Nyanga Spray Park
This spray park also scores an average of 75% in terms of environmental sustainability because
all the elements considered in this category are the same as in Valhalla park spray park.

5.6.6 Integration of WSUD strategies in Nyanga Spray Park
The Nyanga spray park also scores an overall score of 50% in terms of integration of WSUD
strategies into its design because it has similar design attributes to the Valhalla Park spray park
in this category. Hence the ranking process for evaluation in this category is the same as in
Valhalla Park Spray Park and is summarised in Table 5-5.

5.7 Evaluation of Ocean View Spray Park
5.7.1 Benefit of Ocean View Park to the community
The Ocean View Spray Park is also constructed using features which were not locally
manufactured. Hence the spray park scores 5/10 in terms of locally manufactured spray park
features and mechanical components.
There site in which the spray park is capable for offering first aid medical facilities to
children in terms of emergencies. This site is fenced for safety purposes and there are daily
operators who monitor children when they are using the park’s facilities. Therefore, the spray
park scores 10/10 in the category of provision of medical facilities and general safety amongst
its users
This spray park scores 10/10 in terms community involvement and usability as public space
because the community was involved in the planning, construction and operation phase and it
can be used as a public space when it is not in operation.
This spray park is not easy to find because there is no signage to inform community
members about the existence of the park’s facilities and the type of fencing around the facility
makes it difficult to see the spray park from the main streets around the area. Therefore, the spray
park scores 5/10 because of lack of proper signage.
A summary of the evaluation process based on how much the Ocean View spray park
benefits the community is displayed in Table 5-18.
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Table 5-18: Benefit to the community scores
Evaluation element

Ranking (0-10)

Locally manufactured spray park features and mechanical components

5

Provision of medical facilities

10

Safety in the spray park

10

Proper signage in the spray park

5

Community involvement in the spray park

10

Usability as public spaces

10

Total score in percentage

83%

5.7.2 Conformation of Ocean View Spray Park to design guidelines
This spray park is located within a recreational facility in Ocean View. This facility has storage
rooms and adequate ablution facilities, Therefore this spray park scores 10/10 for being in a good
location, having storage rooms and ablution facilities.
This spray park scores 10/10 in terms of good zoning of spray park features and automation
but scores 6/10 because of poor performance of spray features. Poor performance of spray
features is because this spray park has less features than other spray parks under review.
According to Boskovic (2015), this spray park is still waiting for new spray features to be
installed in places where there are box cuttings on the floor as can be seen in Figure 5-5.
However, the box cuttings on the spray park floor make it look less visually pleasing
because concrete has been chipped off from the edges of some boxed cuttings as shown in image
number 2 in Figure 5-5. Moreover the spray park floor is not painted to a theme hence the spray
park scores 6/10 in terms of general aesthetics.
Lastly, this spray park does not have shading structures hence it scores 5/10 in terms of
provision of amenities because it has no shading structures. A summary of evaluation results on
how the spray park conforms to the guidelines is in Table 5-15.

Figure 5-5: Box cuttings on the spray park floor
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Evaluation element

Ranking (0-10)

Location of the spray park

10

Zoning of Spray Park features

10

Automation in the spray park

10

Amenities provided

5

Aesthetics of the spray park

6

Permanence of water play features

6

Ablution facilities provided

10

Provision of storage rooms

10

Total score in percentage
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84%

5.7.3 Operation and Maintenance of Ocean View Spray Park
This spray park is also operated by staff which did not receive professional training by the City
of Cape Town. Furthermore, this spray park gets operated at recommended times (Langeveldt,
2015). Therefore the spray park scores 0/10 in the category of availability of trained operation
and maintenance staff and 10/10 for being operated at recommended times.
There cables in the water recycling system of the spray park have been vandalised and
drains are polluted as discussed in section 4.3.5.6. In addition, it was observed that the cage for
water recycling system elements was not properly mounted to make contact with the ground.
There is a space approximately up to 400mm at the bottom of the cage as shown in Figure 5-6,
this space is big enough to allow thieves and animals to creep into the water recycling system
and damage or vandalise its elements which adds to maintenance problems in the spray park.
Therefore this spray park scores 0/10 because it is overdue maintenance and prone to more
maintenance problems. A summary of the evaluation process operation and maintenance issues
Ocean View Spray Park is displayed in Table 5-16.

Figure 5-6: Space at the bottom of the cage
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Table 5-20: Operation and maintenance issues scores
Evaluation element

Ranking (0-10)

Availability of trained operation and maintenance staff

0

Operation times of the spray park

10

Maintenance of the spray park

0

Total score in percentage

33%

5.7.4 The effectiveness of Ocean View Spray Park design
The size of the Ocean View spray park is big enough to accommodate the number of children
who use it (Langeveldt, 2015). The layout of the spray occupies the maximum available space
hence this spray park scores 10/10 in terms of size and layout.
The spray park uses conventional drainage system with sufficient number of drains and
overspray areas to catch sprayed water. Surfacing in this spray parks is also made of concrete
with acid etching and broom finishing and paving and is done in a manner which accommodates
wheelchair access. Therefore the spray park scores 10/10 in categories of drainage, surfacing and
accessibility.
The design of the water recycling system scores 8/10 because it has exposed uPVC pipes
as done in Scottsville, Khayelitsha and Nyanga Spray Park.
A summary of the evaluation process the effectiveness of the design in Ocean View Spray
Park is displayed in Table 5-21.
Table 5-21: Effectiveness of the design scores
Spray park design element

Ranking (0-10)

Size

10

Layout

10

Drainage

10

Water recirculation

8

Surfacing

10

Accessibility

10

Total score in percentage

97%

5.7.5 Environmental sustainability of Ocean View Spray Park
This spray park scores an average of 75% in terms of environmental sustainability because all
the elements considered in this category are the same as in Valhalla park spray park.
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5.7.6 Integration of WSUD strategies in Ocean View Spray Park
The Ocean View spray park also attains overall score of 50% in terms of integration of WSUD
strategies into its design because it has similar design attributes of other reviewed spray parks in
this category. Hence the ranking process for evaluation in this category is the same as in Valhalla
Park Spray Park and is summarised in Table 5-5

5.8 Discussion on evaluation results
A discussion of results obtained in the evaluation process is presented in this section. A grading
system shown Table 5-22 in table has been developed to analyse and the performance of all spray
parks in general. The summary of overall scores in the main categories considered in the
evaluation process is shown in Table 5-23
Table 5-22: Grading system for spray parks
Grade

Percentage

Excellent

90 and above

Good

75-89

Limited

51-74

Low

31-50

Very low

26-30

Underperformance

25 and below

Table 5-23: Summary of evaluation scores
Spray park

Category
Community
benefit

Conformation
to guidelines

Operation and
maintenance

Effectiveness
of design

Environmental
sustainability

Integration
of WSUD

Valhalla park

87%

91%

67%

88%

75%

50%

Scottsville

92%

89%

67%

97%

75%

50%

Khayelitsha

58%

64%

67%

97%

75%

50%

Nyanga

92%

85%

67%

72%

75%

50%

Ocean View

83%

84%

33%

97%

75%

50%

Average Score

82%

83%

60%

90%

75%

50%

As can be seen in Table 5-23, the evaluation results for all spray parks reveal good
performance in terms of community benefits, conformation to guidelines and effectiveness of
design since the average scores in these categories are not less than 82%. Another good
performance comes from environmental sustainability in these spray parks. However, there is
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limited performance of 60% in terms of operation and maintenance for all spray parks and the
average performance in terms of integration of WSUD strategies is 50% which implies a low
performance in this category.
The Scottsville and Nyanga Spray Park show excellence in benefiting the community by
scoring 92% whilst the Khayelitsha spray park showed a limited performance in benefiting the
community by scoring 58% which is the least score of all spray parks in this category. However,
the average score for all spray parks in this category is 82% which implies that all these spray
parks are benefitting the community in a good way.
All spray parks except Khayelitsha Spray Park have shown a good and excellent
performance in terms of adherence to the design guidelines by scoring not less than 84%. The
Khayelitsha spray parks scored 64% in this category which implies a limited performance.
Similarly, the average performance of all spray parks in this category remains good by not being
less than 83%.
The Ocean View spray park is the only spray park with high maintenance and operation
problems because it scored 33% which is the lowest score in comparison to other spray parks in
this category. However, all other spray parks showed a limited performance by scoring not less
than 67% in this category. The average score for all spray parks is 60% which implies a limited
performance.
The Scottsville, Khayelitsha and Ocean View spray park are the only spray parks with
excellent performance in terms of having effective design attributes, these spray parks scored
97% which is the highest in this category. The Nyanga spray park attained the lowest score of
72% which implies a satisfactory performance and the Valhalla park spray park attained a score
of 88% which implies good performance. It is also interesting to note that the average
performance for all spray parks in this category is 90% is the highest average in comparison with
other evaluation categories.
In terms of environmental sustainability, all spray parks scored 75% due to similarities in
terms of choice of materials and design considerations. Lastly, the integration of WSUD in all
spray parks shows a low performance because all spray parks score 50% in this category. A
similar performance trend in this category is mainly because all these spray park were not
designed with WSUD integration in mind (Boskovic, 2015).
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6. Conclusions and recommendations
6.1 Conclusions
The following general conclusion have been drawn based on the findings above:
1.

With a good performance of 82% in terms of how spray parks benefit the community, it
implies that spray parks in Cape Town are safe, the community is involved and benefiting
from the use of these water playgrounds. However, there is no safety guarantee against
social problems such as bullying and interference by drug peddlers these spray parks.

2.

The evaluation score in terms of adherence to the design guidelines is 83% which implies
good performance in general. However, all spray parks except Valhalla Park Spray Park
do not have shading structures, showers and change rooms for spray park users which
means that all spray parks do not fully adhere to the design guidelines.

3.

Most spray parks usually experience a problem of being overcrowded by children, which
means there is a need for more spray parks and existing spray parks in Cape Town are not
large enough to accommodate the number of children who like to use them.

4.

Vandalism of electric cables and components made up of steel is commonly experienced
in Cape Town spray parks.

5.

The evaluation in terms of operation and maintenance revealed a limited performance of
60%. It was noticed that the main factors contributing to this result are: lack of trained
operation staff in all spray parks except Scottsville and lack of seasonal maintenance in
Scottsville, Khayelitsha and Ocean View Spray Park. This implies that spray parks in Cape
Town are not being maintained on regular basis.

6.

All spray parks use recirculation water management systems instead of repurpose water
management systems. This suggests that designers of Cape Town spray parks only
explored a single option to recycle spray park water and did not consider sustainable
options such as a percolation water management systems.

7.

The low performance of 50% on integration of WSUD strategies in the design of spray
parks suggests that all reviewed spray parks are still lack certain measures into their design
to help make them become water sensitive, they have taken the first step in realising water
sensitivity through the implementation of a recycling system but many improvements still
need to be made to make them water sensitive structures.

8.

A good performance of 75% in terms of environmental sustainability indicates that all
spray parks in Cape Town are in the right direction to achieve environmental sustainability.
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6.2 Recommendations
The following general recommendations are made based on the findings and conclusions of this
research:
1.

Employ full time site operators to monitor and supervise children in the spray park to help
protect children against social problem such as bullying and drug peddlers and to ensure
that children do not run into nearby roads, railways and other dangerous community
infrastructure.

2.

Provide shading structures, shower and change rooms in Scottsville, Khayelitsha, Nyanga
and Ocean View Spray Park as well as in future spray parks to be constructed in Cape
Town.

3.

Extend the sizes of existing spray parks or construct more spray parks in communities to
avoid overcrowding in existing spray parks.

4.

Take security measures such as: employment of security guards, installation of surveillance
cameras, closing all the gaps in spray park fences and plantroom cages and install features
made of plastic instead of steel to minimise vandalism cases in spray parks.

5.

Improve the effectiveness of spray parks maintenance by: ensuring there is always a
maintenance budget for spray parks and using locally manufactured spray park elements to
avoid long waiting periods to fix faulty elements.

6.

Ensure that the operation staff for spray parks is professionally trained to avoid
discrepancies in the quality of recycled water.

7.

Trim the trees around Nyanga spray park to reduce clogging of drains by fallen leaves in
the spray park

The following recommendations are made to help improve all spray parks to become water
sensitive:
1.

Use WSUD measures such as rainwater harvesting and reuse harvested water for cleaning
and irrigation of plants in the spray park.

2.

Add source control SuDS measures into the designs of spray parks by ensuring that walking
isles and pavements are permeable pavements to help reduce stormwater flood peaks. Other
measures which can be integrated in designs of new spray parks are implementation of
green roofs in site admin buildings, storage, shower and change rooms.

3.

Use repurpose water recycling systems such as percolation systems to ensure good
groundwater management system and managed aquifer recharge in spray parks.
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Appendix A.1: List of questionnaires
Table A.1: List of questions to the City of Cape Town municipality’s recreational facilities
planners
Question

Answer

1.

Why were “Spray parks” introduced in Cape Town?

2.

Which communities around Cape Town are these “Spray
parks” built?

3.
4.

Which design guidelines were used for design of these
spray parks?
Who operates and maintains these “Spray Parks”?

Fill in answers to Table A.2

5.

When were the spray parks built in several places:

Fill in answers to Table A.2

6.

What stage of construction are these Spray parks in? Are
they complete (i.e. currently operational), semi-complete
or still in planning stage?

Fill in answers to Table A.2

7.

How much budget is/was allocated for construction of
these “Spray parks”?
How much water is being consumed and saved in these
“Spray parks”?

Fill in answers to Table A.2

8.

9.

Fill in answers to Table A.2

Were the Municipal Health and Safety specialists involved
to ensure the quality of water is good?

10. How is the quality of water used and how is it being
measured?
11. How is water recycled in these “Spray parks”?

12. What site amenities and features are installed in these
spray parks?
13. Which site drainage measures (SuDS measures) are
installed in these “Spray parks”?

Fill in answers to Table A.3

14. Where does all the runoff gets attenuated or drained to
(Site and Regional Controls)?

Fill in answers to Table A.3
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Table A.2: Question 4 to 8 answers
Location

Construction

Construction

Date

Stage

Construction
Budget
(R )

(DD-MM-YYYY)

Water usage
(Per Day or
Per Month)

Operator (Name
and Contact
Details)

Valhalla park

Nyanga

Khayelitsha

Ocean View

Scottsville

Table A.3: Question 13 to 14 answers
Location

Drainage measures installed

Retention structure

Valhalla park

Nyanga

Khayelitsha

Ocean View

Scottsville
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Appendix A.2: Contact details of interviewed and
contacted specialists
Table A.4: Details of City of Cape Town municipal recreational facility planners
Name

Position

Rade Boskovic

Gerrit Strydom

Trevor Wright

Contact details

Manager of Capital programme
monitoring support strategy and
operations

Email: Boskovic@capetown.gov.za

Sport, recreation and amenities
planner

Email: Strydom@capetown.gov.za

Sport, recreation and amenities
planner

Email: Trevor.wright@capetown.gov.za

Tel: 021 444 0847
Fax: 086 576 2570

Tel: 021 400 9437

Tel: 021 400 3481
Fax: 021 425 4705

Table A.5: Details of landscape architects and engineers
Name

Position

Ankia Bormans

Landscape architect

Contact details
Email: ankia@terraplus.co.za
Tel: 060 991 2300

Consultmech mechanical engineers

Mechanical Engineer

Email: info@consultmech.co.za
Tel: 021 903 1407

OWS Engineers

Civil Engineer

Email: ows@wbs.co.za
Tel: 021 696 0565
Fax: 021 696 1634
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Appendix B.1: Layout and detail drawings for spray
parks and features
Figure B.1 to B.4 show pipe reticulation layouts for Scottsville, Ocean View, Nyanga and
Khayelitsha spray park. The pipe reticulation layout for Valhalla Park spray park could not be
retrieved from engineers. Figure B.5 shows details of spray features.
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Figure B.1: Pipe reticulation layout for Scottsville spray park
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Figure B.2: Pipe reticulation for Ocean View spray park
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Figure B.3: Pipe reticulation for Nyanga spray park
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Figure B.4: Pipe reticulation for Khayelitsha spray park
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Figure B.5: Details of spray features
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Appendix C.1: How ECSA level outcomes have been
addressed
Table C.1 shows how ECSA level outcomes were addressed in this research project:
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Table C.1: How ECSA level outcomes were addressed
ELO

How the ELO was addressed

1

I have applied problem solving skills by:

2



Planning at different stages of the project



Identifying the main objectives of the research topic



Gather information, analyse or evaluate it, make conclusions and
recommend solutions



Present gathered information and research findings in a form of a technical
report

5

6

8

9

E

I applied scientific and engineering knowledge in the following manner:


I used basic mathematics to rank spray parks and evaluate them,



I applied knowledge of basic chemistry to understand how water is recycled
in spray parks, and


4

Level

E

I applied knowledge on urban engineering to understand and evaluate how
drainage and water supply works in spray parks work.

I proved that I can carry out an investigation, experiments and analyse data by:


Doing interviews with City of Cape Town’s recreational facilities
planners, civil engineers and landscape architects as a way to collect
information required to answer a research question in this project,



I visited all spray parks in Cape Town, made observations and took
photographs of all the important items I was evaluating in this project,



I used technical report writing skills to write a report which demonstrates
how I researched background knowledge, how I gathered information
and how I analysed information

E

The following engineering methods, skills and tools were used in this project:


I planned how spray parks can be improved to become water sensitive,
using background knowledge on WSUD activities,



I used Google earth to gather geographical data about spray parks,

E

I have shown professional and technical communication by:


Compiling a technical report



Compiling an e-portfolio to a non-technical audience

E

I have shown Individual, team and multidisciplinary working by:


Being able to identify and focus on objectives of the thesis research
question



Working strategically to solve the thesis problem

E

I have shown independent learning ability by:


Gathering relevant information through internet searches, visitation of
spray parks and doing interviews with City of Cape Town’s municipal
employees, engineers and architects who were involved in the planning
and design of Cape Town spray parks

E
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ELO

How the ELO was addressed

Level

I have shown Engineering professionalism by:
10



Displaying judgment in decision making during problem solving and
research design,



Complying with all the course requirements which includes attending all
lectures, meetings and handing in of documents on time

E
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